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Tractor Parades Set This Weekend

County Farmers Join In Nationwide Movement
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
A fanners movement that sprung out
of the wheat country of Colorado has
reached Calloway County, along with
mots of Western Kentucky's farm
areas.
Some 75-100 county farmers met in
wflat
meeting in Calloway County Courthouse Monday evening..
Out of that meeting, some county
farmers say they're going to par,
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Mayfield to Paducah on Friday; others

say they will tow their tractors to
Frankfort for a parade Saturday.
Ainerican Agriculture' Movement is
organizing a host of meetings
throughout the western tip of the state.
Movement leaders say farmers are
asking 100 percent of parity in prices
for farm products, plus if Congress
doesret-taktsome- action on demands,
farmers will-strike nationwide Dec. 14,
withholding farm products from the
market.
_tThe_ Jiturray Ledger & Times
Wednesday will explore a central issue

American
in
the
blossoming
Agriculture Movement — 100 percent
parity for farm products.y.
t
One Calloway County farther, Bobby
Kemp,42, Lynn Grove,says he plans to
drive his tractor in the Mayfield to
Paducah parade Friday, along with a •
number of other county farmers.
Kemp estimated that "dirictly or
indirectly a good percentage of
Calloway County's farmers" will
participate in the Dec. 14 strike. "This
time I think farmers as-a whole will
stick together," Kemp said today. "I

have my stuff stored and it's a cinch
that',don't have to sell before March."
Another county farmer, Glenn
Crawford, Lynn Grove, said the
American Agriculture Movement plans
to open a Calloway County office in the
near future.
Farmers io Clinton and Hickman
counties planned ineetings today and
McCracken County farmers plan to
meet Thursday.
All the planning activities are expected to be highlighted Saturday with

a tractor parade around the state 'capitol in Frankfort.
In addition to the 100 percent parity
on all domestic and foreign Used
products, American Agriculture
Movement farmers are asking for
creation of an entity or structure
composed of agricultural producers to
devise and approve policies that affect
agriculture." The movement is also
asking that "announcements pertaining to any agricultural producing
cycle shall be made far enough in advance that the producer will have

adequate time to make needed adjustments in his operation."
Measures planned for the Dec. 14
strike involve not selling any
agricultural products, not producing
any agricultural products, and not
buying any agricultural equipment,
production supplies or nonessential
items.
Kemp said a 30 day strike nationwide
could effect the American economy.
One estimate is that 800,000 of the
nation's farmers will participate in the
Dec. 14 strike.
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Coal Production Grinds
To.Halt;Mines Shut Down
CHARLESTON,..W.Va. (AP) — Half
local issues, while the operators want it
the nation's coal production ground to a
to specify penalties against miners who
• : today as the United-Mine-Workers take part in unauthorized strikes.
..
union struck 1,800 mines to press
Thousands of miners, particularly
demands for a wage increase, restored '
those in Ohio and West Virginia, got an
health and pension benefits and a right
early jump on the strike by not showing
to strike over local grievances.
up for work on the Monday shifts
The last hope for averting the
Although picketing was not epected
nationwide walkout died when contract
at union mines, some union miners
talks between the UMW and the
planned attempts to stop non-union
Bituminous Coal Operators Assnctation
coal. One Hunt, president of a union
were recessed Monday night in
Local fr eastern Kentucky's -Pike
Washington.
County, said miners there plan to shut
The contract which covers about down all non-union mines in the area.
130,000 of the union's miners, expired at -There's a lot of them and they know
.12:01 a.m. Tuesday.
it's coming," Hunt said.
The miners, who average $60 a day in
Another eastern Kentucky local union
wages, have asked for a "substantial officer, Billy Bartley, said a meeeting
wage increase" and also want the coal of local union members probably would
companies to refinance union health
be held today or Wednesday to decide
and pensions funds which have become on mass picketing at nonunion mines.
"The non-union miners, • they know
depleted.
The union wants the new contract to that whatever progress we make — it
helps them, too. I hate to see other
restore a limited right-to-strike over

House,Senate Energy Conferees
Race To Complete Gas Price Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — House and
Senate energy conferees have bee= a
race against time to determine if they
can negotiate a compromise natural

George Atkins,
State Auditor,
To Lecture Tonight
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people affected by a strike, but that's
just the way it is," Bartley said.
Privately,•Miller has said he foresees
a strike of three months, and sources
say the coal industry is prepared to
accept a work stoppage of at least a
month. Industry officials say utility
plants and steel mills throughout the
nation have laid in stockpiles large
enough to last several weeks, and
.goverruneht-offIciaLs have indicated a,
sthice would not be the national
problem it has been in years past.
According to Kentucky Energy
Commissioner Damon Harrison utility
companies In that state generally have
enough coal to last three months.
Virtually all mines were closed in
West,Virginia, Ohio, Virginia, Indiana
and Illinois. All union mines,
representing about 22,000 miners were
closed in Kentucky, where there are
also a large number of non-union
operations.

George Atkins, state auditor of public
accounts, will meet the public in the
Racer'lloom at Roy Stewart SWI
tonight from 6:30 to 7:30 prior to a
speaking engagement on the Murray
State University Campus. •
Atkins, who has been mentioned as a
possible gubernatorial candidate in
1979, will speak at 8 p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium as part of the Alben
Barkley distinguished lecture series
sponsored by the student activities
board. The lecture is free and open to
the public.
Atkins serMeij 45 mayor of Hopkinsville from 1
o 1976 and has been a
--member of several citizens and advisory committees.
ans
ill',
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gas pricing policy before Congress goes
home for Christmas.
Both supporters and opponents of
President Carter's plan for contined
regulation of natural gas held secret
strategy sessions Monday, but there
was no indication that a stalemate
would be broken.
Some Senate members of the conference committee said there is a
possibility the most controversial
elements of the president's energy plan
would be abandoned for now and taken
up again in 1978.
The House has approved Carter's
proposal to raise the current $1.48 price
ceiling per thousand cubic feet of gas to
$1.75. The proposal also would extend
federal controls to internal consumption in producing states like
Louisiana and Texas, where 40 percent
of the fuel is consumed at higher prices
than is paid by the rest of the nation.
House members of the conference
panel voted 15-8 on Monday to sustain
the House version of the natural gas
bill.
Senate members responded with a 9-9
vote upholding the Senate's narrow
decision for deregulating natural gas
prices, a policy long urged by the oil
and natural gas industry.
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Either move would raise prices for
homeowners.
But
critics
of
deregulation say the Senate version
would give the industry enormous
profits at the expense of consumers
whose heating and cooking bills would
rise sharply.
The two opposing groups of senators
met behind closed doors Monday and
worked out compromise proposals they
planned to propose to one another
today.
Sen. John Durkin, D-N.H., a member
of the anti-deregulation group, said the
compromise proposal to be made today
would permit a slight increase in the
proposed, 81 75 price ceiling. With._1111
expanded definition of what kinds of
new gas reserves would be covered.
Nine senators who support
deregulation also wcirked out a fresh
proposal which sources said would lift
federal price controls, but much later
than the combination two-and five year
plan now included in the Sedate bill.
Because the House conferees are
heavily weighted in support of the
president's plan, the pressure for
compromise is focused most on the
Senate members. Nonetheless. conference committee, _chairman Rep.
Harley Staggers, D-W.Va., also met
privately with other House members to
plan strategy.
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Facilities Survey
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ClUB DONATION—The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club recently gave Murray High Band $100 which the club raised with the
haunted house earlier this year. Posing for &fixture are roe Sills. Murray.
High Band director..Jane Hopson Kappa Chairman and Roy Weatherly.
Murray High prinOpat The-donation is supprised lobe used far the band's
upcoming kip to ihe.Or.inge Bowl.
.
.
•

Calloway County Board of Education
is expected to review a Calloway
County High School attendance policy.
and input related to a recent facilities
survey report, when the board meets
Thursday in administrative offices on
College Farm Road.
Also scheduled for the 7 p.m. meeting
is a communications policy for employees of the Calloway County Board
of Education and a request for consideration to change the school
calendar.
Calloway County School Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose is also expected
to talk about transportation, external
sewerage lines at east Elementary.
vocational school expansion 'and tHe
food service program, in the
superintendent'sreport..
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CONCERT PRACTISE — Calloway County High School Choir Director tavaughn R. Wells directs a group in the
girls chorus at the high school in preparation for the school's Christmas concert Sunday. The combined Calloway
County High mixed chorus, girls chorus,freshman choir and high school band, will give a Christmas concert at the
high school gymnasium Sunday, Dec. it, at 2p. m. The public is invited and no admission will be charged.

Combined Groups To Give
Christmas Concert At Calloway
The combined Calloway County High
hool mixed chorus, girls chorus,
eshman choir and high school hand
will give a special Christmas concert at
e tugn school Sunday, Dec. 11,
beginning at 2 p.m.
Directed by choir director Lavaughn
. Wells and band director Cecil Glass,
e program will feature new Christ-

Program To Attract
'Hundreds'From
Purchase, Penn yrile
More than 100 high school students
from the Jackson Purchase and Pennyrile areas of West Kentucky are
expected to attend the Kentucky Junior
Academy of Sciences program
scheduled at Murray State University
Saturday, Dec. 10, in Room 228 of the
Blackburn Science Building.
The theme of this year's program,
according to Dr. Harold Eversmeyer,
the program coordinator and—ft...
professor in the Department of
Biological Sciences is "The ScienceBased Industries of Kentucky," and
two representatives from leading West
Kentucky Industries will be leading
discussions.
Jack Anderson of the Ryan Milk
Company, Murray, will discuss
"Development of Sterile Packaging for
Daily Products" in a session beginning
at 10 a. m.
At 10:30 a. m., John Wood of the
Westvaco paper products plant at
Wickliffe will present a film, "How to
Grow Trees," which illustrates the
production of "super" trees for many
uses.
A "rap session" involving both
speakers and all participants is
scheduled for 11:05 a. m. and will explore how science and industry are
interrelated, Eversmeyer noted. The
program is scheduled for adjournment
at 11:30 a. m.
"Hopefully, this seminar will assist
high school students in seeing the
relationship between the study of
science and the industries of Kentucky," Eversmeyer said. Entire
classes as well as indtyiduaLs are
welcome, heTalir, and -anyone WiAhing
to participate or to bring a group to
participate is urged to contact NM
before Saturdayr - •
•

e

mas arrangements, plus old favorite
Christmas songs.
Beverley Garland, soprano, Sandy
Hutson, soprano, and Larry Cunningham, baritone, will give choir
solos.
The massed choirs will perform
"What Child Is This" and "Babe of
Bethlehem," while the massed choirs

and band will conclude the performance with "Christmas Sing-ALong" by Ployhar. The audience will be
asked to join in during a final medley of
Christmas songs.
Mrs. Wells said the public is invited.
No admission will be charged for the
concert.

Special Circuit Court
Term Draws To Close
Jury selection began today in the trial
of Annie Wyatt, charged in Calloway
County Circuit Court with knowingly
receiving stolen property.
A court jury Monday found 19-yearold Harry Lee Davis guilty of first
degree armed robbery and recommended 17 years in the state penitentiary.
A second man connected with the
case, Tomas Boze, pleaded guilty to
being an accessory to theft by deception
of a value over 8100. Prosecution
recommended five years for Boxe,
described by authorities as in his 30's,
according to circuit court officials.
Davis, Pine Bluff Shores, was
charged in connection with the July 12
shotgun robbery of Judkins Grocery in
Calloway County about 15 miles south
of Murray on KY 121.

inside today•

Davis is expected,--to- be sentenced
following pre-sentencing reports from_
the state probation-parole officer,
Mrs. Wyatt, New Concord, is charged
in connection with allegedly receiving
an outboard motor taken from Ed
Phillips, Panorama Shores, according,
to Commonwealth Attorney Ron
Christopher.
The special late November-early
December circuit court term is expected to conclude Wednesday with the
case of Commonwealth vs. Samuel-Chadwick and Tony Williford.
Chadwick is charged with two counts,
theft of a value over COO and first
degree criminal mischief. Williford is
charged with three counts, third degrees
burglary, theft of a value over $100 and
first degree criminal mischief.

One Section-12 Pages

Six parking areas have been suggested by Murray State
University officials for fans attending MSU Racer home
basketball games this season. An article describing the
areas, accompanied by a map showing their locations, is
in today's Sports Section, pages 6-8.

windy
and
cold
Cloudy, windy and cold today
with snow ending, high in the mid
to upper 20s. Partly cloudy and
very cold tonight, low 10 to 15.
Increasing cloudiness and cold
Wednesday with chance of snow
showers by tate afternoon, high in
the low to mid 20s.
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Murray Magic Teachers ___terest to their musical studies. Carol Beaman.
_DStrothy
_
Mason, Susan
. Association opened their ninth
Piano solos were played by
Alice Str1r_klin, soprano, McKeever, Margaret Wilkins,
`-"sttii-Son of 'recitals by lain Johnson, ivay French, -sang a Solo accompa
nied by Norinne Winter,and Margaret
,presenting twenty six students Teresa Ford, Jay Fern, Cindy. John Houston. Piano
duets Porter. Thi a fall tricitarcin- su6day Galloway, lth."Krin -slam -were" p1RSredbSii
by
iijhé
afternoon, Nov. 19, in the Fine Leila Umar, Kathy Walston, Pitman and Charlotte
Shroat,
. Arts Building on the Murray Martha Lyle Pitman, Brenda and Stacy Overbe
y and
,State Uniersity campus:
Conley. Karen Dowdy, Kim Sharon Blodgett. A two piano
This was the ft:A of A
ffiree Oles, Alison Marshall, Leslie duet was playe.d 'by- Audrey
'cooperative recitals given Poole, Audrey
Conley, Conley • and Lynda Johnson.
Stcp_hallieTreas„
Participating igitCbtrA
present -students -who have Overbey,Karen Boiven, Nadia Pat Baker, Maxine _ were..Clark,
given special effort and-in- Ingram,Charles Beaman,and Diane Dixon, Shirley Johnson
,

!LAYING IN the recital for the Murray Music Teachers Association were, left to rig t
front row, Karen Dowdy, Stephanie_ Treas, Teresa Ford, back row, Carol Reaman,
. Charles Beaman,and Judy French.

AMONG THE piano students performing in the 'Murray Music Teachers Association
: recital were, left to right, front row, Sharon Blodgett, Lynda Johnson, Audrey Conley,
74 back row,Stacy Overbey, Martha Pitman,and Kathy Walston.
•

4------+PeRttlrinret:"TV-fh-ettari7V-471WerTtrarfricr( Awociati
rrnittieftzt-werrlfin To limit
Oles. Jill Johnson Brenda Conley, Alison'Marshall, Charlot
te Shroat, Kerne Over-'
:
and Suzanne Pitman.

What kind of day will
-Tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIld
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) griA
Aim for a swift completion of
outstanding matters. Confer
with 'knowledgeable heads;
don't wait until you hit a snag.
Use.care in estimating values.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t:-.14iiiP
You should enjoy a lively
feeling of usefulness and forward propulsion now. Keep eyes
on target and don't be
sidetracked to your disadvantage.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on
significant issues without
neglecting minor items. A good
day for taiing unusual steps.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
CI)
Not everything may go as you
wish, but use your tremendous
will power to keep going. With
your know-how,-you should be able to hold the line.
LEO
4July-24 te-Awk- 234-11244k
Don't underrate your Creative.
abilities. Take advantage of
promising aspects to perform in
a stimulating manner, befitting
your innate talents.
Aug. 24 to,Sept. 23), -1"
A good day, with more-Than
one means of.accomplishMent
indicated. Capitalize on your
talents, but remain tactful,
cognizant . of others' sensitivities. _
LIBRA
(Sept. icto Oct. 23)
Keep things moving, and with
well-planned design. A "wait
and see" attitude could only
stifle enthusiasm on this
:somewhat problematic day.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Let your instincts guide you
now since your chances of attaining goals are excellent.
Imagination and a little daring
could pay off handsomely.
SAGITTARIUS •
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Patience Will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid haste, undue anxiety.
You CAN deliver the goods,.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray slow. Do the best you
can in your own field and gains
will be yours.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Tackle that difficult job
you've been postponing, and
your anxieties will vanish.
Facing a problem head-on is
half.its solution
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Superiors should be receptive
to your ideas now. Advance
your best ones - but tactfully,
of courae. Romance And travel,

To Remember To Take
0: Mrs. A. H. writes that that he has observ
ed conher husband, who has long siderable variation
in the
been absent-minded, has size of male sexual
organs
trouble_ remembering among a number of
whether he has taken his He wants to know if men.
pills during _the day as organs usually mean large
more
preseribed,She asks for* satisfaction - from
sexual
practical way to help him intercourse.
to remember.
A: Carrying out interA: Each morning have course to an effecti
him place from his pre= satisfying conclus ve and
ion for
scription supply into *sep- both parties- has
much
arate smaller bottle more involved
than the
enough pills for one day,or
you can do so for him. For
example, if he is directed
to take one red and one
white tablet four times
daily after meals and at 11-26-77
bedtime, he would place Adults 87
the eight tablets in the Nursery 5
separate bottle each mornNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ing.-The nurnherof tablets
Baby Girl Brown (Mother
left in the bottle at a particular time could heltihim to Doris), No. 37 Riviera Cts.,
know whether he has taken 'Murray, Baby Boy Burd
or skipped a dose.
(Mother Dena), Rt. 3, Benton.
Place the bottle on his
DISMISSALS
desk orin some other site
Yolanda D. Cornwell,
where he will be'reminded Grogan's Tr. Ct., Murray
,
by seeing them that he Nettie F. Arnold,
910
may need a dose.
Sycamore, Murray, Alan M.
You can help him re- Wells,
1618 Wiswell Rd.,
member when he is at
Murray,Nadean J. Smith, Rt.
home, and an associate at
work may be willigs Wit 5, Murray, taw L. Woods, Rt.
1, Murrayi-Seth-AL --Rollins,
remind him there.
Also, he could establish- 1114 Poplar, Murray, Gerald
ing a pattern of taking his F. Moore, Rt. 1, Ahno, RufeL.
tablets after brushing his
teeth or some other thing Stella S. Futrell, 502 S. 6th.,
which he regularly and Murray, Mrs. Pearl Dumas,
201 Walnut, Murray, Mrs.
routinely does each day.
Anna E. Kuhn, A19 Irvan,
Sexual Satisfaction Not
Related To Size of Sex _Murray, Willie O.Uvula, Rt.
5, Murray, Nuel McNutt, 526
Organs
So. 7th., Murray, Mrs.
Theresa A.Quighley,9 Morris
0: Mr. W, J. indicates
St., 'Joliet, M.

petting and fondling and
size of the sex organs.
No evidence exists that provided the male has an
large ones in the male erection and is able to
bring more excitement or avoid the fast onset of an
satisfaction to either party orgasm (known as premathan smaller sex, organs, ture ejaculation) before
provided the partners have " the woman has had tiaigtg__
a preliminary period of reach a climax.

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753,3314

Four 0111141141 ris
tittai,t1stii has. kit to lost

SID4teriRElk

7:30
Only

11-27-77
Adults 110
Nursery -6

--NASHVILLE PATIENT Madison Jones is a patient
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
in the Special Coronary Care
Baby Girl Manning (Mother
Unit, second floor, of St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Carol), Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS , •
Tn. He suffered a he attack
Mikka H. Gee, 1645 Kenhere on November 19 arakwas
transferred from the Murray- tucky, Lawrence, Edgar L.
Calloway County Hospital to Howe, 1516 Parklane, Murray,
the St. Thomas Hospital on Barbara E. Tucker, 500 Olive,
Murray.
November 21.

e

YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural leader of men and, with
your.-fine executive ability and
giftfor organization, could head
a large corporation or any
which calls for direction
añd management on-We grandscale. You alsO have a gift for
words and would make an
excellent journalist, editor or
, publisher; may also write
brilliantly as a novelist or, in
whimsical mood, turn out
delightful poetry.

Wednesday
Dec.7,1977

Get Your Christmas
Boots at a discount
price and gift wrapped too!
X•013
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Shoes starting.$500
B

oots Starting At $1

Per Pose In living

Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
•No,timit •All Ages
*Groups Okay
,
:
. TLIOLNTS PLAYING in the _NAtirray„Music Teadwr
s As4ociaticin_ Recital were flit
' 5
.1ACI(areli BoWen of Cadiz, lay fern taf Calvert
City,,Alice'Striciclin of Troy, Tn Nadia
'tHgr.im of•I'ailOCaft, Cindy Galloway ofA4iyf
ietd, tesile-Pnefkrol:-Wirion andItroff Ann'
!act of Murray.
•
'•

Artcraft Studios
e Professionals
1115. tit% ?stints
Fr., Parking le Reer

---
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Marsh and Darnell
"Dealt-Aat: - Vows _Are Read
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Moochers Come In
Both Sexes
By Abigail Van Buren

Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at the club house
at 7:30 p. m. with Richard
Valentine and cast to present
a "Christmas Pie." .

*
DEAR ABBY: Last year my hoss gave a Christmas
f cocktail party at his home, followed by a dinner party
immediately afterward.
Only a few of the cocktail party guests were invited to
the dinner. When it was time for dinner, the boss didn't
want the uninvited guests to know,so he flashed the lights
off and on several,times to get everyone to leave.
That was rather embarrassing. There must be a more
-1r

---T.-4
"
leti.-4441ge4mana

Mr_ and. is. KennetkRay Darnell

_

gmBARItAS`SED

wa to" et
everyone to leave." The gracious host patiently allows a
party to die a natural death. Your boss should schedule his
dinner party on another evening.

.-mr-gitiveraMWW

The weddins
g of Miss Karan Lie Marsh, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robe- F. Marsh of Benton, and Kenneth Ray Darnell,
• I

I

Senior Citizens Greenhouse
II

•

Kentucky Home Economists
Agents Hoklinglifeettn
.g-

Anniversary
Sale

816 Coldwater, Murray
753-851 2

44,
AO:00500L

Lois Sparks Gives Book Review For
Church Women At The Carter Home
.
The United Methodist
Women of Russell's Chapel
Church met November 14, at

Festive Footwear
For Christmas Giving
Nifty, new fashion footwear,
—
comfort- otishionea-and--atideai...Lce•
please. A fun-and-fancy-free gift
for the lady in your life!
WENDY

Whit,'

camel,Brae. Black

:1000

3°°

Fthr

tia4
SHOE STORE
Court Square

p.m.

IN AMU'

Ditner,EIESeit,V4ir
ITIPS•

!"'

\

open to the public.
Tribute to Elvis will be at
Exposition Center, Murray
State, at-7;30.p.m.,_featuring__,
J. D.Stunner and TheStaiiipt:-

South 4th St.FLOWERS

753-4320

haerest To
rn

Senior
Citizens
Golden Age Club Will
_
Hear-All Male Chorus
Paul Shahan will direct the
All Male Chorus from Murray
State University in a special
program for 'the Golden Age
Club on Friday, December 9,
at twelve noon at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
The meat and drink will be
furnished for the potluck
meal, but members are asked
to bring large portions of
vegetables,salads, or desserts
to have enough food for the
special guests.
Following the program and
meal, carols will be sung with
Mrs. Tennessee Outland as the
pianist. In charge of the
luncheon arrangements will
be Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Daughty, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Schleuter, Wm.Floy Caldwell,
Mrs. Meme Mattingly, Mrs.
Mina Waters, and.Mrs. Ethel
See.
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Be Sure to Register
For A

Surprise Package
To Be Given Away
Dec.23rd

d

dm>,

ii.aAffip.:NI-1-'

21r-A1042E4W:WAIOAfirirg-AlgAlgOVAIVAXEl:
AND MICHEISON
KWEIERS HAVE
WHAT YOU WANT
FOR CHRISTMAS
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Thursday,December 8
New-,,concord and Hamlin
Senior Citizens will have a
luncheon and gift exchange at
the home coef 'Lavine Carter. Holiday Inn at 11:30 a.m. Call
Mrs.-'Olga Freeman, district 436-5364 for information and
membership chairman, at- transportation.
tended_ ftsfflest•
The 'president, Martha Independence
United
Cr ass, presided. "Thank- methodist churchmumeu will
fulness" was the topic used by meet at seven p.m. at the
Edith McKidzie for the church.
devotional.
A bodk review on "The Will
Elm Grove Baptist Church
of God" by Weatherhead was
given'
Sparkr
-She Women will meet at 130 p.m.
stated that the will of Grid at the church.
might be considered as "•14tention," "Circumstantial,"
and "Ultimate," and she
quoted froth Matthew 18.14.
Lavine Carter was assisted
by °usage Dill in serving
refreshments to: Lora
Wilkinson, Ethel Walker, Toni
Hopson, Carrie Hicks, Luci
Alderdice, Klara Wutzke,
Dolly Lorenz, Lois Sparks,
Dorthy Sobieski, Helen
Hanchek, Edith McKenzie,
Martha Crass, Linda Kelly,
Copies from our new.
Roxie Jones, and guest, Olga
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
Freiman.
something else They're
-On Monday, December 12 at
rick black Soltds are
1:30 p.m. the group will gather
completely filled Some say
at the home of Dorothy
they look as if they're been
Sobieski. 'There will be a -grab
printed See for yourself, no
bag, and a secret pal gift
obligation Call us
exchange with identities
revealed. 'Jolly Lorenz will
I.
give the program, and Martha
Crass will assist the hostess. It
future
is to be noted that
meetings will convene at 1:30
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At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

Camel,White,Gold,Strawberry, Blue

qya

WHISPER

concert at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex of Fine

I

Sat
y, November 5,at four p.m. at the Union Hill Church of m. at St. John's Episcopal
Chria.
Church.
A3ro. Willis Green performed the double ring ceremony.
Wednesday,December7
k DEAR ABBY: The letter from MEDICAL' SECRE- Vocal music was presented by David Sutherland and Larue
,
Association for Childhood
TARY esslry_gnt to raP Shea_eide to scream"becauW.._ York.
patients bring friends, kids and grandma along, takin UP
f Miss Janet Marsh,;liter of the bride, was the maid ofhonor, Eduction will meet in Ordthe precious chairs in the doctor's waiting room.and Miss Andrea Jo Marsh, cousin of the bride, attended as way Hall, Murray State, at
what _yoti should _ have _ told
Here
'-' bridesmaid. Miss•Jo Beth West served as flower girl.-..... seven p.m,for a book review
SECRETARY for me:
Hodges and a
Serving
• the -groom as* be:st man was Dori McBrayer.The "by Riled
• "I brought the extra kid along because I e 70 miles
kid has an groom's cousin, Paul Thomas Lyles, served as groomsman. Christmas party.
round trip from the doctor's office and
,
:.. appointment with another doctor this afternoon. I need to The ringbearer was Teddy Fiske.
-)
Nature's Palette Garden
The guest register was kept by Mitzi Griggs and Jackie Marsave time and gas, and I can't take time off from my job
ih. Michelle LancasteranditrienWest distributed rice bags.
Club will meet at 10:30 a.m-.--at
- eVety 'day an -§tm pay the doetcres biii.Also, that wasn't "grandma" I bid with me. She's a little
A reception was held following the ceremony at the church: . the Ellis Community Center
old lady who lives in a nursing home,and that was her first
Serving were Jennifer Thompson, Jennifer Sanders, Mary for the lesson on "Nut Rings,"
mog:s. I take her out whenever I Francis Williams,and -Laurel Canup.
beer
trip anywhere in three
and a luncheon at a local
s.
can because no one el
'The new Mr.and Mrs. Darnell are now making their home in restaurant.
ng about your crowded waiting
instead of
, ...
•
' room, how-about doing a better job scheduling patients so Marsha CountY•
------_
Club will not
• we won't have twit fm two hours? If the doctor would
month.
meet
this
be
always
short
room
wouldn't
waiting
tillm<his
%. -Wteatis on
.
of chairs. ./
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Finally, if crowded waiting rooms--upset you so much,
Women-will meet at seven
maybiyou'O better find slob that suits you better before
youliave a stroke and find yourself on the other side of the
• p.m. durink the-ina-Weelf
.
waiting room desk."
services with Max Sledd,
Maim
Extension,
&monies
.,' There, I feel better now.
'14ae annual meeting 01- the is well known to the. 35,000 foreign missionary, as
NEW RICHMOND,WISCONSIN -Kenttieky-Extensionchurch.
las
Homemaker Club members speaker for all the
Economincs Association
throughout the state.
(KEHEA) is being held today
Citizens
Three county Extension Lynn Grove Senior
December 6, at the Hilton Inn
at the
p.m.
at
1:10
will
meet
are
economics
agents in'borne
In Lexington.
Roller Rink.
receiving special recognition Lynn GrOtre
Registration was at nine at the meeting: Shirley
a.m. The business session Sheperson, Casey County; Bowling for Senior Citizens
opened at 9:30 a.m. with Sue Emma Tucker, Boyle County, will be at Corvette Lanes at
Stivers, KEHEA president, and Nancy Edwards,Franklin 1:30 p.m.
presiding. She is county County. They are this year's
Extension agent in home winners of Distinguished Special shopping day for
economics in Adair County. Service Awards from the Senior Citizens will be held.
9:15 a.m. for
Keynote weaker is Opal. national Association of Call 753-0929 by
and by
Mann, Assistant Extension Home Economics. morning shopping
••••
afternoon
for
a.m.
11:30
Administratior of Home
KEHEA president-elect
Economics, USDA Extension Lucy
county shopping.
Frobes,
Servtce, Washington, D. C. A Extension agent in Home
Wednesday,December 7
former Kentucky county F,conomics, Metcalfe'County, Women of the Murray
EVERYTHING
Extension agent, district is being installed in the top Country Club will have their
leader and acting assistant office to lead the Kentucky ladies day Christmas lundirector of Kentucky Home Association in 1978.
cheon at noon.

Marcile's Fashions

Qf The Oak Grove Baptist WMU.

_ First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church.

W.M.U. of the Oak Grove "Growing'in Self-Worth and
Baptist met Nov. 21 at 6:30 Integrity."
pin, at ttie church parsonage .,• The call to Prayer was
Gamma Gamma Chapter of with Becky Mansfield as given by Hilda Evitts with
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with hostess for their monthly Delpha Taylor closing with
Julie English at seven p.m. meeting and Bible Study with prayer.
Kappa Department, Murray
nine members present.
Refreshments were served
Woman's Club, will have a
Grove 126 of WOW will meet
Freda Humphreys opened by the hostess to members and
Christmas party bar -Kappa at Murray Woman's Club
the meeting with prayer.
Misses Sheila and Tress
children at 6:30 p.m.
House at six p.m.
Jane Morton gave an in- Evitts and Bro. Phillip
_
teresting lesson entitled Mansfield.
Murray Assembly No.- 19
Murray Chapter No. ON. "Christ in YOU." Becky
Fruit plates were prepared
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Royal Arch Masons is-- Mansifekl told about Lois
will meet at lodge hall at scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. Whaley, missionary in Japan. for the Senior Members of the
Church.
seven p. M.
The lesson, "Thrift Trip to
Ellis Center will be open East Asia," was presented by
W.M.U. will meet in
Murray TOPS Club will from ten Cm.hilbree p.m.for Freda Humphreys, Clara December in observance of
meet at seven p. m. at the Senior Citizens with sack
Paschall, Sherry Week of Prayer for Foreign
Jean
Health Center.
lunch at noon and table games Paschall, Mary Gregory, Missions. The meetings will be
at one p.m.
YoulandaGrooms'and Delpha on Dee. 5, with Jane Morton,
Community Store Theatre
and on Dec. 8 with Mary
Taylor.
State
Brass Choir of illurray
will present a special program
Bilge Study was on Gregory, both at seven p.m.
ppiar,

*
DEAR MS.: I called hfrn a moocher because he IS a
- moocher. And a woman who sleeps until noon-and sponges
'1 off a man is also a moocher. I agree with her friends. She
should kick him out.
Laziness can be overlooked, but fooling around, never!

•

Homemakers Clubs will
The approaching marriage of Miss Paula Shelton to George
Tuesday, December6
meet as follows: Progressive
.
Howe,.son of mmucue Howe_til Cadiz, has been announced
itpth -Warren --droui-W."- Ifir 411-"Pothick supper with- by her parents, Mr.and Mrs,raul Shelton of Hopkinsville.
Sinking Spring Baptist Chums Muriel Baar; Dexter at
Miss Shelton is attending Murray State University majoring
will
wish cam Turner at Dexter Center at 5:30 p.m. for in nioloorteml is a member of the Alpha Oaderon Pi sorority.
--family dinner; Town anti-,
-seven p. m.
Mr. Shelton, a-student at MurraiStatillihrersity, Is studvtnr
Country at 6:30 p.m. for a
fear a career in respiratory therapy. He is a member of LambSigma Alpha Iota Alumni potluck dinner with Mrs. da Chi Alpha fraternity.
will meet with Nancy Ryan, Harry Conley, 302 Oakdale;
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday. December 17,
-2010 -Brookhaven, at seven p.- South Murray, Racers, •and at 6:30 p.m. at the Cadiz United Methodist Church; A reception
New Frontier, but places not
.
m.
will follow at the church. All friends and relatives are invited
announced.
to attend_
Oaks Country Club board
Oak Grove Baptist Church
meeting will be at seven p. m. WMU will meet with Mary
at the club room.
Gregory at seven pro

Becky Mansfield Hostess At Meet

4

DEAR ABBY: A 34-year-old woman, earning a top
salary as an executive, wrote that she's hooked on a
28-year-old guy who's living with her and admits that he's
fooling around with other women _while she's at work.
She saes he can't hold a job because he hates to get up in
the morning. Meanwhile, he wants to marry her, but she's
"torn" because all her friends tell her to kick him out.
She turns to you for advice, and you tell her not to marry
him-and you call him a "moocher." Why? Women have
been doing exactly what he's doing for centuries and
nobody calls THEM mepchers.
How'come?
MS.EQUAL RIGHTS

Shelton .& Lowe Vows
Pittrified December 17
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Garrott's Galley
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By M.C.Garrott

Capes, News Service
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Some Make It ButSome Don't
When It Comes To Plains Visit
Apparently, the Good Lord doesn't
want meto visit Plains, Ga:A year ago
during Thanksgiving, I was down that
way, and planned to see the little town
from which the President of the United
_come.s. _IL rained so_ hard for
three days down there you could hardly
see to driVe,'-so I said I would wait until
next year.
That was this year, and we were in
South Alabama again at Thanksgiving,
planning to drive over to Plains on the
day after. But as it turned out, that was
the day more than 10,000 farmers and
their families decided to roll into the
little town on 4,000 tractors and one
manure spreader in a massive protest
over high production costs and low crop
prices. I certainly didn't want to get in
their way„ and decided again to wait
until next year.
The manure spreader, reports said,
bore a sign which read:- "Manure from
Washington is what the farmers have
been getting." The farmers' procession
inched along three two-lane Georgia
roads barely five miles- an hour,
starting at dawn and stretching into the
afternoon. It tied up tourist traffic for
one of Plains' biggest tourist weekends
for miles in every direction.
++++
The protest, as you probably read,
- was . planned for..the Thanic..sgiying
holiday in hopes that President Carter
would be visiting in Plains, but he chose
instead to spend the holiday at Camp
Those who were there said the
tractorcade was orderly and the farmers,-perched high on their tractor
seats, waved to passing motorists.
Their mood was -jovial, but they were
:dead serious about plans to strike Dec.
14 unless they receive their goal .of
higher prices for their firth products.
• The tractors circled Plains, can't you
imagine the noise, then drove through
the center of town between the famous
lrailroad• depot which was Carter's
isymbotte eampaigrr headquarters, and
Billy's beer-selling service station,
parking three abreast on the main
,Ittreet. The State Police had closed off
:the tractor-jammed town.
The farmers-then rallied in a field
behind the Carter peanut warehouse
.complex
to voice their protests.
_
+ +.+ +
Mandl and Ann Vinson were luckier.
)"hey were in Plains along with State
4enator and Mrs. Pat McCuiston of
Pembroke the Sunday night before and
tient to the evening service at the
Plains Baptist Church, to which the
President belonged before he went to
Washington. The Vinsons and
McCuistons had been to Florida for
Murray State alumni meetings in
Orlando and St. Petersburg and were
on the way home when they decided to
swing by Plains and look it over. The
Dttle town was virtually empty of
tourists when they arrived just at dusk,
atid after a quick pass through town
they stopped in front of Billy tarter's
iervice station.
Only four or five men were there at
time, Mandl said, as they were
closing for the night, and as he was
trying to get a picture of the station in
the fading light, a young man walked up
Sid said,"Welcome to Plains."
.-It was Chip Carter, the President's
son who just recently returned t%Plains
to take over the family's peanut interests.
"Well, thank you," - Mancil replied.
"My name is Mancil Vinson, and I'm
from Murray State University in

the

Today In History
ity The Assaelated Prest
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 6, the 340th
day of 1977. There are 25 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
"".°3T -this-late 1941'- President
Franklin Roosevelt made a personal
peace appeal to Emperor Hirohito of
Japan. The Pearl Harbor attack came
the next day.
On this date:
In 1847, Abraham Lincoln took his
*at in Congress as a representative
from Illinois. _
In 1889, the president of the Civil War
Confederacy, Jefferson Davis,died.
In 1917, some 1,600 people were killed
in a collision between a Belgian ammunition ship and a French ammunition ship at Halifax, Nova Scotia.
In 1943, during World War II, the
Soviets were informed that Dwight
Eisenhower had been picked to command the Allied invasion of Europe.
In 1973, Gerald Ford was sworn in as
the 40th vice president.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson appealed to businessmen to
curb price hikes and pay increases to
help keep down inflation.

- ._
- -•
autographed some alurnni progranis
Murray, Kentucky." It was then that
for them and was gone.
young Carter introduced himself, and
++++
"for a minute I thought someone was
The Vinsons and McCuistons then
pulling my leg," Mancil said, "but
went on to the church for the evening
looking closely I saw that he was the
service. About 75 members were
President's on."
present along -with seven visitors --in- "Well now, I really
. . appreciate pat—chiding them.- The other three were
welcome," Mancil told" youR Carter,
visiting relatives in
Oklahomans
"especially when it comes from the son
Plains.
of the President of the United States."
-The church members became quite
They visited for a moment or so and
interested when they learned we were
then Mancil called Pat, who was still in
from Kentucky," Maned said. "As you
the car, to come and meet young
know, they are getting a new pastor
Carter.
from Kentucky, Don Wilson from Dry
As these introductions were being
Ridge, and they wanted to know if we
made, Pat reminded young Carter that
knew him, which we didn't but assured
he had campaigned with him and his
them that he had to be a fine man,
Aunt Cissie when they were in West
coming from Kentucky."
Kentucky in 1976, to which Carter
So. that's the way the ball bounces,as
responded, "Oh yes. I really did enjoy
they say in the OVC.Some plan for days
my time in West Kentucky and wish I
to make it to Plains and something
could get back there again." He also
invariably gets in the way. Others_
told him that his Aunt Cissie, the
make it without even trying.
President's sister, was now in Dallas,
But...just Walt 'tit next year. l', gotng
Tex., at work on a program designed to
to make it yet!
aid the handicapped. He then

Agree Or Not
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CHE Finally
Bites Billet
FRANKFORT-The Council on
Higher Education finally bit the bullet
and said, a big "NO" for the allocation
of the state's general fund toward
- caopus construction.
__
Any construction, from dormitories
to classroom buildings in the next two
'years, is goingto haveto comefrom-the
bonding capacity of the individual
state-supported colleges and universities.
Since the early 1960's state administrations. have tried to put the
brakes on the empire building contests
among these schools, but to little avail.
Finally the legislature, in several
sessions, finally gave the council• thepower to approve -budgets. This'time,
the council flatly init-its foot doWii and'
said no more raiding of the state's
general fund to further the empire
building contest.
Taxpayers can see the results of the
uncluted building programs of the past
years on the campuses of ifigher
education in Kentucky.
Dormitory rooms are going begging
at Murray, Bowling Green, Morehead
and Richmond. The council even had to
adopt regulations to allow Bowling
Green and Murray to accept students
from out-of-state in order to try to fill up
the empty dormitory rooms that
blossomed under the empire building
contest engaged in by the heads of these
institutions in past years.
The cry that taxpayers have heard
for the last two decades every
legislative session is more money for
education. Generally speaking, every
governor has done the best he could
with the resources at hand to supply the
needed money. And no one can
legitimately claim that more money
was not needed every two years to give
The youngsters of Kentucky a fair opportunity at gaining an education
necessary to improve the status of
Kentucky citizens.

Business Mirror

But the complaint from taxpayers
and legislators alike for the past four or
five years has been for the educators to
give some accountability for their in- creased expenditures.
-Everyone will acknowledge that the
state .should provide enough money
from the general fund'to keep up withinflation, but to continue the empire
building campaign has to come to a
halt.
Specifically speaking, the universities that really need construction to
fulfill the needs of the grqwing student
body have the bonding capacity via the
revenue bond route to fulfill these
needs. Generally • speaking, those
without the bonding capacity for
revenue bonds aren't really in need of
new construction.
The regional universities have been
gearing up programs to duplicate what
already is offered at other state institutions. This duplication- is expensive.
Granted, the University of Kentucky,
the University of Louisville, and
Northern Kentucky University need
new.. buildings, but they do have the
bonding capacity for these.
The Council of Higher Education
wisely chose a time to call a halt to the
raiding of the state's general fund to
halt the empire building.
Most everyone has read the plight of
secondary education, and particularly
the plight of the Jefferson County
School District. The recent study shows
that some tough business administration is needed in the system
where educators aren't efficient.
They're just getting out of their field.
The business end of the operation ought
to be left to business ekperts, and the
education end left to the educators.
Every taxpayer should hail the
decision of the Council of Higher
Education.
I3!. .1141r1 :itrirriff

Preferred Owners
CouldSave Losses

At the time, interest rates were at
NEW YORK (AP) - Because they
this century. The
read the big interest rate figures but not their highest level
prime
rate
wait
12
percent.
Preferred
the small print, a lot of preferred stock
stocks,-which offer higherTiaumsevenowrToüId 1Ülii-ern-Ii-VC capital
than bonds, became a popular vehicle
losses any one of these days.
for
riding the crest.
That is the opinion of some Wall
But that fine print. True, it did offer a
Street analysts, especially those at
guarantee - against refunding the
Paine Webber, who observe that many
preferred stock with equal or senior
such securities could be called in soon
securities, such as lower interestlam&
- at prices less than the current
or another issue of preferred stock.
market value.
What was missing from the unMany such stocks have been selling
derstanding
of buyers was the notation
at high prices because investors are
that their stock could be refunded by an
eager to obtain the "guaranteed" high
issue of junior securities, such as
dividends, in some instances as much
stock or preference stock.
common
as 14 percent.
And that is just what is planned for
But that assurance of continued
the Rochester Gas & Electric us. Long
payments might not be what they think
Island lighting has indicated it plans to
it is, as some preferred stockholders
refund its 13s. Duquesne Light, Norhave already learned.
thern Indiana Public Service and
Holders of Rochester Gas & Electric
Potomat Electric Power have cut their
11 percent preferreds.recently learned
preferred shares outstanding.
their stock was being recalled, even
More utilities seem destined to go
though some of them thought it could
that route in order to lower their
not be done until 1985. Belatedly
financing costs. Why continue to pay
reading the fine print, they learned the
double digit interest rates when you can
truth.
refund
and get into the single numbers?
Many preferred stocks, mainly those
In fact, that very question is
of utilities, are sold with the guarantee
sometimes asked by state regulidory
that within a stated period they will not
commissions, who helieve that
be recalled for cash Or refunded
customer prices can be maintained at
through issuance of. another preferred
lower levels if the utilities refinance at
stock at a lower dividend rate,
current market rites.
Such guarantees are inducements to
The tree is known by his fruit. While the iitilities generally cannot
invest. A purchaserfeels more-secure if
Matthew 12:33.
simply replace their high-paying stocks
he
knows
he
will
of
our
faith
he
is
in
receivini
it
stated
reflected
Thequality
• with comparable.issuas at.lower.rates,
----our liver; anneheqsility.ei-ser lives-is- --r4gurli far-LaPecifictiliat- AraiiniM•at
there appears to be nothlfil to prevent
- vellacted-iii-our-deeds.shitia-411r-U-,„--J4KEtig10411,AVl_gerlY_ 49.4ght that
thorn fronf
with.lower,ranked
guarantee.
.
setvities.
•
4x
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"Is more blessed to give than receive, eh, Uncle?"

Looking Bark

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
Jennifer Erwin solidi% WO crowned
as basketball queen of 1967-68 for
Calloway County High School. Attendants were Lagena Darnell, junior;
Janic-I-Britfidati,- sophomore;
Erwin,freshman.
Ronald Lee Fox, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Warren Fox, is now taking boot
training at- Great Lakes Naval Base,
Illinois.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Barbara Kittleisergeri:age 81, and Ws.bee
Redden,age 62.
The Murray Woman's Club Favorite
Recipes Cookbook is now ready for
sale. The cover was designed by Mrs.
Ray Sinclair and the art-sketches were
by Mrs. William Harvey and Mrs.Gene
Geurin.
M. P. Christopher, associate
professor.ok chemistry at Murray State
University, has been named as the 1968
chairman-elect -of the -Kentucky- Lake
section of the American Chemical
Society.

, ..

itor's

-aigre

20 Years Ago
Sam Crass, Hal Houston, and Frank
Miller, all of Murray, are among the
thirty-one students at Murray State
College named for "Who's Who Among
Students In America!), Colleges and
Universities" for 1957-58.
Ralph Oliver and Charles Byers were
winners of the Speech Meet held by the
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America.
Howard Titsworth, Hugh McElrath,
Woodfin Hutson, Castle Parker, Harold
Gish, Pogue, and A. D. Wallace, local
dentists, attended the meeting of the
Southwestern Dental Society held in
Paducah.
'
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm Sublette on
December 3.
New officers of the Murray Girl Scout
Association are Mrs. Harry Whayne,
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, and Mrs. Everett
Ward Outland.

30 Years Ago

Ifertirefir
...

We're going to take a three-pronged
jab at big brother today, just to get
some things off our chests.
-SI

President Carter postponed his fourcontinent journey in order to press for
his energy package, and then Congress
decided to give itself a•liklay break
from having to think about it. Somehow
life seems unfair: Why couldn't the
President and Congress have agreed to
take simultaneous breaks?
It is possible, of course, that Mr.
Carter wasn't too serious about taking
his trip in the first piece. I any event,
that Congress fled Washington despite
the President's staying home suggests
a Congress indifferent to what the
President wants. Not to mention a
President ineffective in making his
case.
0+0
The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission has given the El Paso
Natural Gas Co. permission to abandon
a gas pipeline running between
Southern California and Texas. It is no
longer needed for gas shipments, and
Standard Oil of Ohio (Sohio) plans to
use it to send Alaskan crude oil to Texas
from Long Beach, where it will be
unloaded from tankers.
So the federal action is good news for
people in the Midwest waiting for
Alaskan oil. But they're going to need a
lot more good news before they can turn
on the spigot and expect anything to
come out. Sohio must obtain a total of

Capitol Ideas

Nat Ryan Hughes, Hugh Oakley, and
Rollie Kelley were new members
WASHINGTON (AP) - Everyone
initiated at the meeting of the Murray
who
thinks MIRV is the host of a
Rotary Club held at the Murray
television variety show, raise yourW.pme.n's CIO House,
-right hand.
Deaths repoRed inClude Kenneth Ray
Now, all of you who think ICBM is a
Morton, age six days,' and Choice
big computer company, raise your
Taylor, age 70.
hands.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
The same for those of you who think
and Mrs. Robert Stout on December 5, a
ULMS
is a city in Germany.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. C. W. McClure on
All of you with your hands up need a
December 4, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Coffield Vance on Detembef5.
Not the stuff you sprinkle on hamPrentice Lassiter spoke on
burgers, but the Strategic Arms
"Education and IRS • Importance" at
Limitation Talks.
the meeting of the Kirksey High School
If the neotiaTi
gi
mis now underway in
Parent-Teacher Association. He was
Geneva between the United States and
introduced by Mrs. J. H. Walston__ .
the Soviet Union progress as predicted,
Hardy Rogers was heaored on his
a SALT treaty setting limits on the two
70th birthday with a dinner at the home
superpowers' nuclear arsenals will be
of his daughter, Mrs. Tony Scherffius
submitted to the Senate for ratification
and Mr.Scherffius on November 30.
sometime next year.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is Red
Ryder in "Stagecoach to Denver."
will
The debate on that treaty
than
oe
produce more clusters of Initials
the onset of the New Deal.
on
Murray Ledger & Times
Senators will hold forth at length
is
MIRV
ICBM's.
ed
MIRV
of
'the issue
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher .
a
to
referring
of
way
the weapons buff's
. R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
retargeted
independently
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
multiple
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christan inentry vehicle. An ICBM is
mas Day, Nevi Year's Day and Thanksgiving by.
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
tercontinental ballistic missile.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
with a
Boil that down and you end up
Murray,Ky 45071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES, In areas served by
fikket that carries a bunch of
big
great
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
off in
nuclear warheads that shoot
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardirections.
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky."."and
different
Paris, Buchanan and Pue.ygr, Th., 917.59 per
long-range
An ULMS is an undersea
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707 permits from federal, state and
local agencies for its project. There are still about 500 to go before any oil will
..come ashore and start moving eastward thtotight the pipeline:
Americans are being scolded for
using too much imported oil. But who's
to blame -when government- agencies
can fie 707 kinks in a line that would
bring sortie of their own Alaskan oil
market.
President Carter may ftve an ally in
Peking for his campaign against the
three-martini expense account lunch.
The Chinese Community newspaper
People's Daily is railing against party
officials Who are "squandering public
money like playboys" with their
"extravagant wining and dining."
Our hunch is that the.Chinese will
make more headway than the Carter
administration. Chairman Hua is
identifying overblown lunches' and
dinners with the influence of the
banished "Gang of Four." Thus, a
party functionary who orders another
round will immediately be suspected of
disloyalty or subversion.
All the Carter administration can
threaten is the loss of a tax deduction.
And since the people who write our tax
laws regularly break for lunch, retiring
to Washington restaurants where the
menus and wine lists are anything but
ascetic, it's hard to imagine them going
back to work with real dedication to this
proposal for tax reform.
By DONALD M.ROMBERG
Associated Press Writer
identifying an official as "deputy
assistant secretary,DOS."
The spokesman paused and asked,
"What does that, mean,department-of... ?"
"State," shouted the assembled
reporters.
"I've been done in again by the
acronyms in this building," said an
embarassed DOS spokesman.
The women's movement has had its
impact on the drafters of the latest
version of the Humphrey-Hawkins full
employment bill.
In one. section, the proposed
legislation authorizes the president to
act "to the extent he or she deems it
desirable."
—4
Members of Congress struggling to
come up with a compromise energy bill
are often less than cqmplimentary
when speaking about Energy Secretary
James Schlesinger. In general, the
complaint on Capitoliiill frequently is
that Schlesinger would help win
passage of the president's energy
package if he'd keep his mouth shut.
•
Sen. John Durkin,.D-N.H., put it this
way recently: "The president ought to
give Mr. Schlesinger a Christmas. .„
present of asborileash and a muzzle."'
4 -

During one conference committee
session, Durkin complained about the
section of the House bill that cited
standards for states to use in setting
electric utility rates.
The New Hampshire senator referred
to it as a "laundry 1Lst."
Sitddenly, Durklii knocked over a cup
of
coffee- Without Dauaina.4e_crititmed
(tale
the
And then there'stheitory of
to cfenotine`i"titsla
list otildilch'
Deoartmeflt spokesman who 'was Itsnped4ee. Now
it really.
_____________
hrieffiiireflihfCert
-nee& a laundry.
•
r
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Build beautiful barbecue area
• with durable,stylish ceramic tile

How to sail through
ceiling installation! p

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

The do-it-yourselfer who
Wall trim strips can be (is-'
With-everyone diet conplans on installing a new tile
tened either with stIples,
„
scious, barbecuing of meat
ceiling no longer needs to
nails or a high-strength adheand fish rather than frying is
or-maid
tilee--siu4i.,
increasinglY the way to go:
wicen usiegthe unique Clip- 4 corners can he formed n
An outdoor barbecue is great
Strip, system evadable -Win' the cut-out template-tharTifun—except in cold weather
the Gold Bond Ifloilding„AminteArip the instructioa
----or in the raln-=-6•6"hflag liftProducts Division of Nabrochure.),
side.
none! Gypsum Company.
The metal Clip-Strips,-, A year-round inside unit
available in four-foot secy
1/1
The system, designed exfaced - and countered with
'
,
clusively for installation of tions, can be fastened to fur
-ceramic tile is a •'natural,"
ring strips or across. joist,
-tongue and groove (wide
and easy to- keep clean.
with staples or nails.
1
4-inch
flange) /
1
2-inch and /
Along -with those nice -fraOnce the Clip-Strip, is in';
12 x 12 in. ceiling tile, is
grances from a well-flaymgcl
composed ofextruded-plastic place, it pravide.s
steak sizzling on the_grill
pended,channel that will aaol
wall moulding and lightcome spatters ofjuices.
weight galvanized metal cept the tongue and groove:
What's easier to /ipe
ceiling tile from both sides,
Clip-Strip channels.
clean of spatters than
resulting in a tight-fitted seam,
The
two
elements
provide
ceramic tile? The smooth,
the entire length of the nevi
a
raceway
for
sliding
tiles
ceiling.(Once the tiles are inglass-lik_e_ finish of the
into neat, -snug-fitting-rows Ifs]led
com pietetrceramic tile 'won't hold the
bedroom
for a smooth, professional- cover the metal Clip-Strips.)
grease. And if scouring is
1710'Nato'
looking job with no exposed
For further information.
lietessarY, a plastic scouring
CERAMIC TILE ON A BACKSPLASH and co-Ulster in a
fasteners—and no hammer- about the Clip-Strip system
pad won't harm it. —
barbecue area contribute practicality and color.
.
dented tiles.
and other home improveTile is a natural for the
American Olean Tile Company recommends a glazed
Aside from providing a fasment products, write to:
counter, too. Hot pans .or-and sealed grout joints for easy maintenance.
oven-heated serving dishes
tening channel around the
Gold 'Bond Building ProdKitchen Design—Betterhouse,Inc.., Wyoming,PA.
ucts, Division of National!
'walls, the 10-foot long plastic
won't burn or warp the surA built-in ventilator will
face. Ceramic tile is fired in
wall moulding acts as a coy- Gypsum Company, Dept. Ali,
. Allow enough space on
fumes.
A
the
out
help to carry
ingtereliminate the need for- 325 Delaware Avenue..Bufkilns at temperatures ranging
either side of the barbecue
recessed light is helpful, too...
falo, New York 14202.
up to 2100
installing any trim.
.so a little old hot
unit for the food to be preliving
nook
pan presents no problem.
Plan this special cooking
pared, utensils,,serving dishete.841
A dark colored grour(the
rrtr. es.-rz
es and seasonings.
area away from other food
.
material between tjle. ti[4).
Prep-twat-Mt area-cso thattwo
•
(!abistet&-uader the unit
torecommended tor easy mainprovide space for that-special-- -happy. cooks can work into
bumping
without
tenance. If a light colored
gether
Conventional windows
equipment and keep everyhour.
terrace
grout is used. however,
each other.
thing needed close at hand.
aren't always available in all
The custom-fit replaceAmerican Olean, Tile Comeven
And
need.
you
the sizes
ment window is designed As
pany suggests that an
:
acrylic
replacement
if they are,
26.O
installation from inside the
or silicone sealer be used on
means ripping out old frames
house, so there's no need for
the _joints.
and the installation labor can
ladders or scaffolding. And
The glazed tile itself needs
FLOOR
be greater than the cost ofthe
SECOND
FIRST
FLOOR
because the window area is
no sealer and indeed should
windows.
open for so short a time, innot be sealed. If an unglazed,•
The custom-fit aluminum
stallation can be done at any
OPENNESS is the keynote of this chalet-style home of board and batten
absorbent Ceramic tile such
replacement window is spetime of the year, in practi.
construction.
Plan
one-and-a-half-story
HA1016G
offers
a
by
Call
Gaiser
as quarry tile is used, a sealer
cifically designed for quick.
callv any weather.
structute_with_a
totaloLLOIVIsquare feet. The ground floor bedroom is set off
, .
. easy, economical- Lamella. -** istacefirtern
to prevent stains is then rectime using powdered rottensfrom the main living area, and there is another large sleeping area upstairs,‘
By ANDY LANG
operating
old
tion. Only the
storm windows and doors '
ommended.
tone in place of the pumice.
just off the open balcony. For more information, write to the architectAP Newsfeatures
removed,
sashes need to be
and energy are the subjects of
Count'on the ceramic tile
This will restore a satiny finish
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope-at 25600 Telegraph Road,
Q. - I varnished two tables
"The Window Hook" by
and the new replacement
to add color as well as practiwithout bringing back the high
Southfield, Mich. 48075.
and a dining room cabinet and,
'orInclow-is-Teiady to
rreu M. acriqual. Ws a 13bcality in the barbecue area.
gloss. Some wood finishers use
now find thatis much too
with a little caulking and four
page illustrated treatment of
Make it a decorative plus in
ordinary household oil, some
glossy. How can I remove the
screws. One man can remove
everything the homeowneryour kitchen or family room
prefer a light motor oil, some
gloss without redoing all three
the old sashes and install the needs to know about the
with a bright blending or conuse a special type of rubbing
pieces?
•
new window in less than an
windows in his home.
oil and some even use water.
trasting Color.
A.- Buy some powdered pu-All
week
if
you
want
to
and,
mic!
Asing.
ol_
- - Create a-pattern by install--Pug*
test an ine°j"- ing a brick-shaped tile in a 'oil, rib down the varnished surspicuous area of,one of the
faces. Do the rubbing with a
herringbone or basketweave
three pieces of furhiture.
felt pad in the direction of the
design_ Add a Mediterraneangrfljn _After: JAPPIYinil a tiny
look with a- softly 'curved -- quantity
con;
Q:=-1of oil to a small area.
shaped tile- The choice of
tractor to blow some wool inShouldyou find that the pumice
colors an4 shapes and comsulation into the attic floor of
treatnient has giten the surfacbinations of both is unlimradiate additional heat. With
our house. We have agreed that
es too much of a dull appearThere's almost nothing so an
unit, the fan will cirtulate the
ited. Create your own design.
adjustable front damper to
he will use insulation with an
ance, repeat the process this
cheery as a fire in the grate on
control the air intake,a lower..... air and help cool the home.
R-19 rating, which..landeratantl_ -----a-svtntct•-s-w-vernn
.V.111111"
HandsometrdesignecHn
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur"blot rate' can be achieved
is in the neighborhood of 9For the first time, a freethe functional European
inches thick. How can I tell if I
for
greater
energy
efficiency
ning fireplace for every budget.
standing, pre-fabricated fire- and
style. the Provider is availWill be getting an R-19 performadditional saving of fuel.
that
conavailable
olive
place
is
black
or
red,
with
able
ance?
When-thefireplace is not in
green hoods. All fire boxes
A. - Each bag of lociat-filr- -serves energy while serving use, a positive seal flue
of
source
supplementary
as
a
are black. J'
'Mineral wool histilatiorr'Must damper prevents cold out-del' and the
heat. carry- A' label telling you the
side air from entering the
...Ben Franklin fireplaces
This highly efficient fire- r00111.
coverage
per
maximum
net
troublesome
area
of
duct
to
any
•
By ANDY LANG
Automatic Woodtleaters
Provider Energy Mizer will
named the Prodesired
R
place,
aptly
achieve
the
bag
to
the
house.
version
of
the
optional
An
AP Newsfeatures
handle any fireplace fuel.'"
rating. But you would have to
vider, is made by Preway. Provider affords even further
& Coal Stoves
Both are U.L. Listed, and
stand around, watch the job,
Inc. of Wisconsin Rapids. ,conservation of energy. With
What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT - Another
...Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens &
is
version
Mizer
Energy
the
Wisc. It combines an air cir- the addition of the Enemy,
device .that reclaims waste
related gift items.
U.L.- Approved for mobile
ask questions, etc., to get an
THE PRODUCT- A snap-off
culating system with a built- Mizer Outside .Air Intakeheat.
and modular housing.
whether
*the
accurate idea of
'blade hobby knife.
in, high-volume fan for rapid 'Kit. combustion air is drawn
Manufacturer's claim - That
in and discuss your fireplge needs with our
Stop
Preway. Inc. manufacworker is doing the job properManufacturer's claim - That
room heating.
this heat pipe can be installed
the home
outside
-from
insurbuiltsales personnel.
the
best
line
of
qualified
blunt,
complete
ly. To be
tures a
this tool is designed especially
The fan, which operates through a vent connected to
in about 15 minutes ... that it is
ance you have is a reliable confor the do-it-yourselfer or hob- in and freestanding fireeither manually or automati- the bottom. of the•-fireglace.
a fully automatic recovery unit
Installation on all items agid Bank finessing
tractor who has been recombyist and can handle such jobs
places. Contact your home
using heat pipes to reclaim
cally through thermostatic With the glass doors (stanmended and whose references
as wallpaper trimmingleather
remodeling center, or write
heat from flue gases in a home
control, circulates the air
available.
dard equipment), the firehave been checked. He should
crafting, model making and
system ... that, while the pipe
to: Preway. Inc., 1430 Secthrough a large heating place box
completely
Olympic Plaza, Murray,Ky.
bag
you
the
to
show
be willing
any- project where fast, accupielts up some heat for trimsond Street North, Wisconsin
chamber, and back into the sealed off from fhelooltrand
753-4150
label of his brand of insulation
rate cutting is necessary ...
mission outside the flue stack,
54494.
Rapids,
WI
louvers
to
through
side
room
and explain it to you.
that it features 12 sharp cutting
a solid-steel wall keeps the
warm
room
air
is
not
lost
up
more
provide faster and
tips in each master. blade ...
gases from escaping ... and
the chimney.
efficient heating.
Q. - I have to do some
that, when a cutting tip bethat it has a thermostat to actiThe Provider fan can be
the
minimize
doors
Glass
I
know
varnish.
spraying with
comes worn, it can be broken
vate a small duct fan which
the used ia warm weather as well
from
air
warm
of
escape
can
be
special
kind
that a
off at the scored lines and a
moves air over a heat-transfer
room'and at the same time as cool. With no fire in the
bought for this purpose, but I
new tip advanced with the slide
system.
want to use the varnish I have
mechanism ... that the knife is
on hand. Must it be thinned beequipped with a retractable
THE PRODUCT - A treatfore using?
blade unit for added safety.
ment to keep carpets newer
A. - Yes. The mixture
looking much longer.
should be 75 percent varnish
Manufacturer's claim - That
_
and 25 percent thinner.
this treatment can be applied
THE PRODUCT - A garage
professionally in one's home
door opener package for do-itafter a carpet has been cleaned
yourself installation.
Q.- In several places on the
by extraction ... that it provides
Manufacturer's claim - That
brick stairway at the rear of
a chemical barrier that-makes
this is an advanced door opener
our house,,there are cracks in
it difficult for dirt to cling to
that eliminates such problems
the mortar between the bricks.
fibers ... and that it helps preas slipping belts, radio control
Everything appears to be fairly
vent water and oil-based spills
phantoming and malfunctioning
from spreading out, so they can
solid, but I am afraid that waelectrical components ... that it
be blotted up easily, thus preter will get into the cracks and
incorporates all the latest in
venting the carpet from getting
widen them or-loosen a lot of
technology, including a gear
an odor as bacteria spread.
the bricks. I would like to
drive mechanism, digital radio
controls, a built-in receiver, all
tackle the job now. Is it neces(Do-it-yourselfers -will find
solid state, modular circuitry
sary for me to remove all the
much valuable information in
and an electronic light time demortar, take out the bricks and
Andy Lang's handbook, "Praclay ... that it will operate onestart all over in the damaged
tical Home Repairs," available
piece or sectional overhead gaareas?
from this newspaper by sending
rage doors, wood, steel or fiA. - No. But you are right
81 to Box 5, Teaneck; N.J.
berglass, up to 18 feet wide and
that everythmjg will get worse
7-feet high.
°7446*---------------------re 'rare -OfIf
immediately. Use a cold chisel
(The 'knife is manufactured
THE PRODUCT - A device
and a hammer to chip away all
by Red Devil, 2400 Vauxhall
that reclaims heat from the
pieces of the mortar that show
Rd. Union, N.J. 07083; the gaburner normally lost through
even the slightest "give" when
rage door opener by Stanley
the stack pipe and up the chimyou tap them lightly. You will
Vemco, 31623 Stephenson Highney.
now,have several side gaps beway, Madison Heights, Mich.
Manufacturer's-claim - That
tween two or more bricks. Pour
48071; the first heat-reclaiming"
this device clamps around the
plenty of 'water into- the open-----device by Ten Tlaynes Ass%
flue sticii-crirecily 'above ilk
ings so that the new mortar
ates, 3082 Cumberland Drive,
furnace ... As the temperature
won't dry out too quickly. While
A FIREPLACE THAT CONSERVES ENERGY and
Atlanta, Ga. 30339; the second
against the unit rises, a built-in
they are still wet, carefully
serves as an auxiliary heat sodrce is the new Provider.,
heat-reclaiming device by Isothermostat activates a blower,
Be Sure To Stop By and See Our New
drop a mortar mix into the
made by Preway. The high-volume fan, built in to the
thermics, Inc., Box 86, Aucausing it to draw cool room
openings until it is close to the
back of the fireplace, circulates air through a heating
gusts,' N.J. 07822; and the carair through the conductive
tops of the bricks. Smooth out
chamber and returns it to the room,providing efficient
pet treatment by 3M, 135 West
-media, filtering it and heating
with a trowel, using the tip of
50th St., New York, N.Y.
rapid heating.
It and dispensing warm air into
the trowel to indent the joints
10020).
the basement or by flexible
featuring the following finei,of appliances
so that water will flow off
them. During all this, keep a
wet cloth handy ,so that any
•Sub-Zero Built-in Refrigerators & Freezers
'Scotsman Icemakers
mortar which gets on the face
*Kitchen Aid DW's Compactors-Disposers-Mixers
of the brjcks can -be-wiped off
•Flkay S. S. Sinks
•Thermador-Buiftrn Ovens-Cook
instantly; not in a minute or
•GrrW
Tops-Micro Wave Oven
two after you finish the joint,
•Tradevvind Hoods & Ventilators Can
but at once. For small jobs like
Openers Toasters
*Ronson-Built In Mixers
this, try the ready-mixed morlief* degreaser. Just squirt it
'Gamble-Chopping mocks
Why is a dirty kitchen
tar which requires only the adgrimier, stickier and much on all areas of the stove—
dition of water to make it workharder to clean than any range top, hood, burners—
able. Wait five or six hours unand other soiled and grey'
other room in the•housc
til the mortar has set fairly
Appliances and wipe with
After all, isn't dirt simpl
•Coppes-Nappance-In Oak, Maple & Cherry
*Quaker Maid
*Merillat
well, then sprinkle the joints
a damp sponge or paper dirt? with water to help them cure
ju.t
towels.
In most rooms, dirt
*EASY CREDIT
properly. This should be done
dirt, but with the greasy
To help solve tough jobs,
twice a day for several days.
TERMS
combination of cookim: like washing the linoleum
•FREE DELIVERY
fumes and daily spills and
floor and removing greasy
.BUY TODAY
splatters, not to Mention the
smudges from porcelain or
soil children and pets. track
(The techniquetief using varceramipidgle vransisadd two
in, you can spend the better
nish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
ounces 47degreaser per galpart of your day cleaning the
bleach, etc., are detailed in
lon of water to your cleaning
Aady Lang's booklet, "Wood
kitchen.
solution to boost the greaseFinishing in the Home," availIf you're &Cid With theZi
cutting performance of pur
able by sending 35 cents and a
WE
combattiniaines
,
lemma of
usual detergent. '
long,STAMPED,self-addressed
kitchen, the mist effect's'0 1
I!
Greasy pots and pan,.
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
solution to your ,housekecr
II
WHAT
iiI.0
will
dishes and flatware
▪ Box 117; Huntingtorl, N.Y.
ing problem can be frequent
be a breeze to wash if you add
11743. Questions of general inclean-upt to prevent gretyy
WESELL
teresawill be -answered in the
deirlft aNer-to_•.yetvr:
column, but .indiwidual corredishwashing water for extra
- On-the-spot clean-ups arc
-KENTUCKY=1:
• —.141111111111111.1111.111
s▪ pondence cannot.be under. - 753-330
made easier. with Gtease...ic_... 4„ELease-guttiagetrenuth,_
211$LAO% Miffs/
ter - taken.)
,.. •
4

Custom-fitted windows: only =
economical re acentent-'

Here's the Answer ffg

Free-standingfireplace Mhts
frostbite and risingfuel bills!

•

,

SHOPPE

ip:R1
)T Hi

Also we carry
_ a full line oh,

-

Thinking ofBuilding
or
Remodeling
Your Kitchen?
itt -Am

Kitchen Displays

Assorted Sized

The 'different dirt'
greasy kitchen grime

Glass
Fireplace
Doors

Kitchen Cabinets Et Vanities by...

'899!
Murray
_Supply Co.

SERVICE

-
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'Six Parking Areas Open
To MSU Basketball Fans
Six parking areas at Murray State University have been
suggested by university officials for use by fans attending the
Racer basketball games in the Fieldhouse while several
major construction projects are in progress on the campus.
Parking along Payne Street on the northside of the
,Fieldhouse is restricted to reserved parking only _for
representatives of the press, officials and special guests of
the university, according to Joe Green, director of security.
A special, temporary permit is needed to park in this area, he
said.
He also pointed out that no parking is permitted on 14th
Street on either side. This is prohibited by city ordinance.
Parking in all of the six suggested areas is on a first-comefirst-parked basis, Green said.
The closest of these to the Fieldhouse is the parking area at
15th and Payne Streets and just north of the Carr Health
Building. This was the principal parking area for the old
Cutchin Stadium. Because of the new library and pedestrian
overpass construction projects on 15th Street, this area is
accessible only from Payne Street.
The next closest area is the area just west of Regent and
White Halls and on the South Side of Payne Street. It is accessible from Chestnut, Payne or 14th Street. Just east of it
and across Payne from White Hall is another parking area.
Also available is the parking area at the General Services
Building on Chestnut Street, approximately 300 yards nor-

College Scores
By The Associated Press
.
EAST
Adelphi 101, CCNY 80
Bucknell 99, Lycoming 84
Lehigh 78, Gettysburg 61
Penn St 86, Delaware 84
Swarthmore 84, Ursinus 82
--SOUTH
"
Alabama 94, Tenn Tech 66
Alabama A&M 91, Stillman
85
Appalachian St 71, UNCCharlotte 64
- -- • - --Dayton 83, E,
f Kentucky 70
E Tenn St 72, E Montana 63
Kansas St 69, Vanderbilt 55
Kentucky 78, Indiana 64
Memphis St 86, W Kentucky
80
Mississippi 81, Samford 68
Morris HarveY74;Marshall
71
NE Louisiana 89, Miss St 78
VMI 81, Tenn.-Chattanooga
72
Virginia St 140, Fayetteville
St 114
MIDWEST
DePaul 89, Bradley 85
, E Illinois 95, Cent St 69
Illinois St 72, Cal St-North_4',Wite 49
- Indiana St 93,Cent Michigan
-37=
Kansas 106, Murray St 71
- Notre Dame 76, Lafayette 42
S Dakota St 75, Minot, ND 69
SOUTHWEST
• Arkansas St 76, S Miss 65
N Texas St 85, McMurry 71
Oral Roberts 89, W Tex St 78
Texas 82, LSU 66
FAR WEST
Alaska-Anchorage 82, Idaho
71
. Arizona 76, N Arizona 65
Gonzaga 68, Portland St 52
Long Beach St 105, Cal-Riverside 72
Montana 71, Denver 64
Nev-Las Vegas 117, Pepperdine 90
. New Mexico 126, Kentucky
St 106
Pacific 77., N Dakota 65

theast of the Fieldhouse. To the south and approximately 200
yards away is the parking area on the southside of Olive
Blvd. between.15th and 14th Streets, while the last and by far
the largest area of the six is the parking area between North
16th and Kentucky Streets in the vicinity of the Speech and
Hearing Building.
Green urges fans attending the basketball t&nes to use"
these areas and to use good judgment in parking, refraining
from blocking other vehicles and particularly fire lanes. "All
university fire lanes must be kept open," he said, "and
vehicles found blocking them will be towed away immediately."
The Murray city police will be working closely with the
Murray State security people in handling the traffic at the
Racers' games, he also pointed out.

Socurity and
Information Building

Itenst Itised

— 10 141111 101.1.41

Indiana State
lunilislip To
1lth In Poll

Division last season, came to
terms with Grunsley — a 14-10
performer for the American
League Baltimore Orioles last
season — shortly after
midnight,EST,Tuesday.
The signing of Grimsley was
the second major announcement at the major
league winter meetings
Monday. The first was a sixplayer deal between the
California Angels and Chicago
White Sox that sent slugging
outfielder Bobby Bonds to the
Sox.
All it meant was that Bonds
had a new command post. His
1978 plan -of attack is the
same: play out his option and
get one of those rich multiyear deals that Kuhn thinks is
driving baseball to the brink of
economic disaster.
The 31-year-old Bonds, now
with his fourth team in five
yearpi, figures, to.. p1ay,..,j11
Chicago just one season, and
then grab the kind of sevenfigure contract that is making
Kuhn nervous. Bonds, who hit
.264 but slammed 37 homers,
drove , in 115 runs and stole 41
bases for the Angels last
season, went to the Sox with
outfielder Thad Bosley and
right-hand pitcher Dick
Dotson.
119 runs," _ex,
plained White Sox Manager
BO-Leman,- referring to the
loss of Oscar Gamble and
Richie Zisk through the free
agent pool. "We were in first
place (much of the season) on
offense. We have to go the
same way: score runs."

By The Associated Press
A week ago, Indiana State's
basketball team wasn't even
in The Associated press Top
Twenty and Purdue's potent
Boilermakers were 11th in the
rankings.
What a difference one week
and 28 points make.
The Sycamores blew into
Wally Young, a former the ratings — llth place, to be
Murray State golfer and a exact — and the Boilermakers
Freeport, Ill., native, has been fell off the chart, compliments
of the Sycamores' 91-63 romp
named
as
the
head
professional at the Oaks over Purdue last week and
-thinks to the panel of sportsCountry Club.
Young, who was hired by the writers and broadcasters who
Oaks Country Club Board of took notethat-score before
Directors, will assume his new voting.
The nationwide panel also
duties at the first of the year.
kept
Kentucky,
NArth
From 1969 through 1973,
Young played on the MSU golf Carolina, Notre Dame and
team. Known as one of the top Marquette in the top four
amateur golfers in the area, positions.
Coach Joe Hall's top-ranked
Young won the • Oaks InThe Angels received catcher
Wildcats, 1-0, who took last
vitational in 1972 and '73.
Downing and rightBrian
In '73, his 70-66 rounds not week off, got 23 of 43 first- handed pitchers Chris Knapp
place
votes
cast
and
808
only gave him the chamand Dave Frost.
pionship but also the course points, 56 more than North
Montreal General Manager
Carolina.
The
Tar
Heels, 4-0
record. He bettered the Oaks
Charley
Fox announced the
record in 1976 when he won the after victories over Oregon signing of Grimsley, and said
State,
Duke
and
North
Men's Inter-City Tournament
he expected the left-hander to
with a 134 total on rounds of 64- Carolina State, received 16 improve the Expos by
at least
first-place
votes
for
752
points.
70.
10
games.
Fox
predicted
his
The Fighting Irish, 3-0, got
This past summer, Young
team would challenge for
651
points
and
two
first-place
was the runnerup in the Oaks
votes and Marquette, 2-0, with second place in the NL East,
Invitational.
and maybe even first if he
fourth-plate
vote,
Young, who will graduate one
could get another starter.
received
508
points.
this month from MSU with a
There were only two other
San Francisco, fifth a week
BS in marketing, is currently
trades on the first business
ago,
fell
to
eighth
due to a loss
working at Ken Lake as a
day of the meeting on the sunrelief night auditor and desk to Arizona State. As a result, drenched shores of Oahu.
One
UCLA,
Arkansas
and Cinclerk.
was an exchange of Houston
At the Oaks, he will be in cinnati each moved up one outfielder Leon Roberts
for
charge of the pro shop, position.
Seattle infielder Jimmy
The Bruins, 4-0, got one
manage the swimming pool
Sexton.
and of course,„, be _ giving firstplace, vote and 439 points
The -other - sent infielder
fot fifth, followed
by ,Dave
lessons.
Rosello from the
Arkansas,
4-0;
with
395
points
Those who aren't members
Chicago Cubs to the Cleveland
$17-1
of the Oaks but who want to and Cincinnati, 3-0, with 273. Indians for minor leaguers
:Ile art.
11,
San Francisco barely manlearn the game of golf may
Bruce Compton, an outfielder,
?Angel
take lessons at the club from aged to hold eighth. The Dons' and pitcher Norm Churchill.
209 points was one more than
Young.
In addition, eight players
Mitchell Story will remain ninth-place Michigan got. The viere'snatched in the minor
Order a
in his position as the head Wolverines were 13th a week league draft for $25,000 each.
ago. And right behind them, The
Gift
greenskeeper.
Toronto Blue Jays took
Young is married to the rounding out the First Ten outfielders Willie Upshaw Certificate
with
205 points, are the from Syracuse
former Linda Davis of
by Dec 16
1.
and Andy Dyes
Fairfield, Ill., and the two are Running Rebels of Nevada- from Denver. Oakland
took
20 Visits for
Las
Vegas.
expecting their first child in
shortstop Taylor Duncan from
March. Mrs. Young is emNew Orleans, Minnesota
By The Associated Press
ployed as a speech pathologist
claimed pitcher Johnny Sutton
in the Trigg County school The Top Twenty teams in and Baltimore chose pitcher
Give her a gift of
The Associated Press college
district.
health beauty
Andy Repogle.
Young, who will now lose his basketball poll, with first-place
amateur playing status, said votes in parentheses, season
Runs In Race •
he will still play in a few records and total points. Points
tourneys next summer. Young basedon20-1846-14-12-10-9-8-7-6TOKYO (AP) — Lasse.
said he hopes to be entered in
Viren, -double gold medalist in
1-0 808-%--the 5,000 and 10,000-meter
the Kentucky PGA Tourney 1.Kentucky (23)
Deland
4-0 752 events in the Munich and
and of course, the professional 2.N.C. (16)
Center
3-0 651 Montreal
division of the Irvin Cobb 3.N.Dame,(2)
Olympics,
7S3-61111
2-0 568 celebrated Finland's 60th
4.Marquetie (1)
Tournament at Paducah.
5.UCLA (1)
4-0 439 national Independence Day
6.Arkansas
4-0 395 Tuesday with a five-kilometer
See Marjorie Major
7.Cincinnati
3-0
273 goodwill jog around the
Trowel Consuitant
8.San Francisco
2-1 209 perimeter of the Japanese
9.Michigan
3-0 208 imperial palace.
r(111:
-110.
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
10.Nev-Las Vegas
3-0 205
Running with the 28-year old
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
11.Indiana St
3-0 161 Finnish policeman was
No Charge by us.
12.Maryland
4-0 159 Finnish Ambassador Osmo
Price same as direct.
13.St. John's 4-0 140 hares, also a jogging enFor Information and
INNIS
14.Utah
2-0 135 thusiast, Swedish participants
Travel Literature call
I
15.Holy Cross
2-0 110 • in the 12th annual Fukuoka
753-GOGO (4646)
•
16.1.ouisville
1-1 93 International marathon
Whit. N.ione Office eellfhi,•
Detroit '
2-0 71 Sunday. and about 200 Tokyo
ill lank street
_
likSyracuse-- -"-4-1 64 (*Alms, who circled Emperor
15.1Cansas
heart
20.Providtwe
37 I:lithe citY.
Wally Young

Wally Young
Selected As
Oaks Club Pro

11.040

0.0100 •

•0011401G 1.101100

1..111104 41111

•

1.411014100 C44110,
$100
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AVAILABLE PARKING
F-OR M.S.U. 1977-79
BASKETBALL SEASON

.., Dr, F..

•

coso
urieraw4

•.0

PARKING AVAILABLE - There are six parking lots which can be utilized by fans attending the Murray State home basketball
this season. Construction on the campus has eliminated some of the parking spaces which have been used by fans over
the past years. The arrows point the six areas designated for parking. All of the parking areas are within walking distance of the
MSU Sports Arena.
games

•
•. • 4"
40

•
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<1,

25 diagonal YX.I9414PN
NAHA
SIANG drsttessed
lost pecan Snosh on hardwood
solscls wood cornposillon boad
arta sarrutcrlecl wood csc cents
Concealed Casters

TERpANEAN

'79"

GENERAL ELECTRIC 13.6 Cu. Ft.
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER with
Automatic Defrost in Refrigerator
Section

4 iw•••••="•"wm
'
w"

• 3.79 cu. ft free:'• Two Ice 'n Easy
trays.
• Automatic defrosting in refrigerator
section.
• Twin vegetable bins.
• Only 301
/
2" wide.
64" higb

raves:

131888
ModelTB fll'ai"

$288"

GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC WASHERS AND DRYERS.

PAIR

-

20

No Payment Until March 10,4978
The Only Way These Appliances Are Sold Is With SERVICE.

/or

EAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

•4040

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
oalsvIRD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.

PHONE 753-1586

,4101.

4.•

•
0.•

.

•Yo.•r

..\

United Figure
Salon

51411

• .„

Grimsley Goes To Expos
While Chisox Get Bonds
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
HONOLULU (AP) — The
Montreal Expos listened to
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn bemoan the long-range
affect of long-term, multimillion dollar contracts being
bestowed on free agents, then
went right out and handed
pitcher Ross Grimsley a six-.
year,$1 million-plus deal.
The Expos, fifth in the sixteam National League East

.p11111111111114
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19th-Ranked Kansas Perfect, Murray Now 2-2

Musial Thinks Players
Should Earn Big Money

JaylunAs Blow Out MSU
But Owens -Not Pleased

Jayhawk scoring, AIL
_ YOU just_clidn't play very well. Joyhawlis ripped, off eight__'`We had more blocked shots.
. ItyMIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor -.When things like that happen, -consecutive points and pulled than they diciand just as many-- American John Douglas,
Ted Owens is a man who it makes you wonder how out to a 62-37 lead just four steals. They'd been averaging brother of former Alabama
many points we could have minutes into the half. During 16 steals a game.
_star Leon Douglas, was in foul
expects a lot.
Note: "We didn't play with scored if we'd played well," the Kansas spurt, the Racers
"Their quickness wasn't a trouble much of the game and
had three consecutive tur- bit better than ours but they had only 13 points. The slack
good, sharp mental ale 'Owenradded.
•
Murray coach Fred Overton. novers.
ness," Owens said
were able tialin much better. was -picked up by Paul
team didn't really think Kansas
The Jayhawks kept in their If we had just , been more Mokeski,a 7-1 center who had
Kansas Jayhawk
bargainer. He offered me
Musial suggested that base- Monday night after a game played that well either, even horses and the lead remained patient, they would have been 18 points and 14 rebounds.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
though his club lost by 35 between 24 and 28 until finally down in the 80-85 point range
ball perhaps could have avoid- with MOTO State.
AP Special Correspondent $31,000.
Ken Koenigs, a 6-10 senior
with 5:10 left in the game, 6-2 and we could have made a
BEACH,
C_,EARWATER
"He said that was a t7,500 ed the sharp backswing of the
.2.1,We didn't adjust very points.
forward, hit for 13 points while
Fla. (AP)- The wave of $2 raise. I said it was only $2,500 pendulum if it had made quickly either to some "To me, they were a great freshman guard Darnell game of it.
and $3 million contracts for because he wasn't counting gradual concessions to the changes Murray State made. club but not awesome. We Valentine gave the Jayhawks "We went into a zone in the 6-3 guard Clint Johnson added
baseball's free agents strikes the $5,000 raise he gave me in players bound by the now- Things like that will hurt us have to be patient and run our a 30-point lead with a 10- middle of the second half and 13. For the Racers, Jimmy
down the line," Owens added. stuff. We came down and put it footer, making it 88-58.
that gave them some Warren had an outstanding
an ironic chord in the memory midseason. We haggled for a shattered reserve clause. •
_ With a noisy crowd of 8,300 problems. We're just going to game and fired in 20 points
"I think agents serve a
They didn't hurt the 19th- up too much, out of the ofbank of Stan "The Man" month over it. I argued that
cheering and stomping for the have to learn to be patient, cut while John Randall and Mike
Musial, who recalls that he. guys he Joe DiMaggip. and worthwhile purpose," he said. ranked Kansas team Monday fense," Overton said. I
.
almost blew his career over a Ted Williams were getting "I never had an agent. Fred as they routed Murray 106-71. "The only chance we had to Jayhawks to get over the down Ai our mistakes and hit Muff each added 15..
en"When you have 20 tur- beat them was to have a good century mark, the final five our free throws," Overton
handled
Corcoran
$30,000 and $40,000.
$4,000 salary dispute..
Kansas had a big 61-47 lead
"It was in 1947, my first and
"Finally, Eddie Dyer, our dorsements and investments novers and 27 personal fouls, night at the free throw line and minutes was nothing but more added.
the rebound department.
in
to have some patience on agony for MSU.
Donnie Von Moore, a 6-9
only holdout," the St. Louis manager, stepped in. He for me just as he did for
Jayhawks will host
The
margin
The
final
35-point
a
offense,"
hit
Overton said.
Cardinals' Hall of Famer said asked wouldj compromise for Williams and Sam Snead but I
moose from Chicago,
Kentucky
Statuday night
His team certainly managed was the largest of the game. career-high 22 points and led
over the weekend at me of his $31,000. I was tired of arguing. did all my salary negotiations
while Murray State will face
we
here
and
when
to
"We
got
take
any
chance
care of
three luxury hotels where he I wanted to play ball. So I said, - head to head.
By The Associated Press
Kentucky's opponent from
NationalBasketballAssociation they had of winning. Murray arrived, our scouting report
was hosting the nation's top 'Okay."'
last night, Indiana, in
are
not
ball
players
Player
"Most
Acquire
the
professional
scouting
from
shot
a
pathetically
poor
15
of
,
Musial went on to play 22
men and women golfers in tht
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Bloomington Saturday af2.8 from the free throw line and service wasn't here yet. So I
Mixed Team Championship. years for the Cards, leading equipped - especially in toAtlantic Divisou
- ternoon before returning
(AP)
INDIANAPOLIS
market
to
money
day's
big
phone
and
called
up
got
on
the
added
'insult
injury
by
to
"The year before I was the National League in hitting
W L Pct. GB
Sonny Allen, who is the coach Bill Goldsworthy, nine-year, home to meet Mississippi
making $13,500 but owner Sam seven times and three times do this. They're not business Phila
- 16 6 .727 - - making 26 turnovers.
veteran of the National College next Monday.
It was-the poor free throw. ;.at`Southern Methodist.
Breadon gave me a $5,000 being Ated, the NL's Most men. They can't protect their N York
11 11 .500 5
Hockey League, .has been
agent,
they
interests.
With
an
to
get
on
a
"He
told
me
MURIA Y STATI
/
2 shooting which helped to get
Buff
10 11 .476 51
raise in July - I hit .365 that Valuable Player. He was the
acquired from the New York
animosity
fg-fga
lot
of
ft-fta rb pi 411
can
avoid
a
and
head
back
to
plane
Murray
behind
early.
The
$100,000.
He
pennant
NLer
to
earn
8
/
1
2
first
Boston
year when he won the
7 14 .333
Randall
6-16
3-4 7 5, 15
Rangers by the Indianapolis Muff
salary talks." N Jersy
5-11
5-8 11 4 15
3 20 .130 131
/
2 Racers led once in the game, Murray. He said that Kansas
and beat the Boston Red Sox in finished with a career batting that turns up in
Hockey
World
the
of
Racers
today's
Jarrett
0-3
1-3 '4 3 3-I
Musial attributes
Central DiVISiOD
- that con-sing with 16:04 left on was better than Kentucky
the World Series. So when the average of .331.
Warren
9-17
2-5 3 1 10
Association.
Jackson
2-4
0-2 5 5 4.:
"It staggers me to think of dearth of great hitters such as Wash
13 7 .650 - the first half clock as Jimmy (SMU has played both)
next season came around I
Barber
1-2
4-5 1 2 6
he
Warren scored on a break for 'oecause of their quickness and
13
.619_
decided I ought to'get a hike. what DiMaggio, Williams, DiMaggio and Williams Cleve
1-7
0-0 3 1 2
Goldsworthy, a 6-foot 200- Wilson
himself
laomits
guard
play.
.
a
9-8
Racer
lead.
Thirdlual
4-8
0-1 6 1
-madestlY
S Anton
14 10 .583 1
"I asked for --$35,000. You RobbY
-Feller, Dizzy Dean,
pound right winger, played Lowry
0-0
0-0 1 1
With- 10:34, left in the half,
Warren -Spahn and Sandy the changing face of the game.. Atha., --• - 12 9 -MT- -14'2
-would have thought I hit Brea
28-68
the
MinTotals
15-28 47 23 71
years
with
eight
200
regular
There
used
to
be
Kansas
had
a
17-14
lead
just
N Orins
11 11 .500 3
don across the head with a Koufax might command on nesota North Stars before
111116AS
ed players- now there are 400," Houstn
9 12 .429 41
/
2 after Mike Muff had hit two
'
baseball bat. He was a tough
going
to the Rangers last year.
ft-fla rb, p(
are
force
fed.
"They
free
Racers.
throws
for
the
• WESTERNCONFERENCE .
"Double or three times what. le adds.
6-9
1-2 2 4- -12-•lie scored 283 goals in the Douglas,
They
don't
majors.
into
the
Koenigs
6-12
1-4 11 3 _le
Then, for almost three
Byl'he Associated Press
Midwest Division
the guys are getting today."
NHL.
MokeAri
8-19
2-3
14 4 IS
minutes, the Racers didn't ArnericanFootballConferenee
16 8 .667
Von Moore 10-12
-Maybe $10 million?" battle their way up through Denver
2-.5 7 3 22!.'
we
did.
the
way
here
will
the
minors
Goldy
Fowler
"Having
3-9
0-0
5 1
6
1
2 score. And during that span,.
Eastern Division
Chcgo
12 9 .571 2/
someone suggested.
Valentine
2-7
2-3 2 2
6
lied• They can't hit. They haven't Milw
• I
W 11 T Pct. pF PA mean a lot to this team," said Houston
13 11 .542 3. they missed four consecutive
0-2
0-0 3 2 _II
y not•9"
Ingram.
to
Coach
Ron
Racer
Johrison
5-11
2-2
12
•
8-41---.750 272 169
9 13 '.411r 6- 'free tla otta, o of which • were Miami
g6'with- the PitCh-IC-.C.- learned
Successful Niel- ownerSanders
2-2
0-0 1 3
4'
opposite
field."
help
us
to
the
size
up
front
will
and
hit
"His
61
/
2
the
184
front
side
of
bonus
opBait
9
3
0
.750
255
8 13 .381
Detroit
0-0
0-0 1 0 0
Gibson
his other establishments are
WIELD Of SWELlt2
1-2
0-0 1 3
2
8 4 0 .667 240 177 in the corners, and his goal Anderson
Ind
. 8 14 .364 7 - portunities. And. . . during N Eng
in St. Louis and Miami - and
Staulcup
1-2
0-0 0 0
2
already
proven."
scoring
is
259
that
span,
the
Racers
had
four
NY
Jets
3
9
181
0
.250
Pacific
Division
Neale
1-2
6-6 1 0
o:
now a vice president in the
his
acquisitions
by
Terms
of
Crawford
01
0-0
1
2
0
272
consecutive
132
turnovers
at
one
Buff
2
100
.167
Port
17 3 .850
Cardinal organization, Stan
Totals
45-91
16-25
61
27
106
For Your
not
were
Racers
the
point.
Central Division
Phnix . 11- 9 .550 6
33 38-71'
Murray
the Man can look at baseball's
Kansas
52 54-106
With 7:50 left in the half, the Pitts
8 4 0 .667 263 217 announced.
Life
Gldn St ' 11 11 .500 7
sudden salary boom from
Jayhawks led 28-14.
Cinci
7 50 .583 205 204
L.A.
8 14 .364 10
from both angles.
Health
6 60 .500 259 199
Murray made just one more Hstn
9 17 .346 11
Seattle
"You know, Curt Flood was
_ AT LAST CALLO WAY
-'8 60 .500 235 228
serious bid during the entire Cleve
Home
Monday's Result
Eighth Grade Girls
with us when he started dialgame. Over the next two
3 4 10 4-21
Western Division
North
Seattle 99, Atlanta 88
lenging the reserve clause al- East
Car
2 0 4 12-18
11 1 0 .917 251 125
minuted, Lenny Barber hit two Deny
Tuesday's Games
most 10 years ago," the lean
North (21)-Iamb 2, Hoke 10, Crick 4,
Farm
free
Johnny
Thirdkill
9 3 0 .750 294 197
3, Bazzell 1, Coy, Cunthrows,
Oakld
Garner
Hopper
1,
New
Orleans
at
Buffalo
and youngish 57-year-old pride ningham, Satterwhite, Bowden and
hit two from outside and Muff S Diego
7 50 .583 204 178
Boston at New York
Business
of Donora, Pa., said. "He was Locke.
pumped
in
a
15-footer
and
that
Stle
3
90 .250 228 323
East r 18 - Overtey 2, Key 14, HernPortland
at
Cleveland
was
his
time.
Baseball
before
don 2, Hall, Hooks, Green and Underhill.
GET THE SHIM)
left Kansas with a 28-22 lead. K.C.
2 100 .167 174 294
sacred - like mother and North girls are 2-1 and will play at Ben- Washington at Chicago
With 4:51-left, Kansas led 36National Football Conference
ton Friday. The East girls are 0-2 and
Phoenix at Kansas City
apple pie.
will play at Murray Middle Friday.
27
but
a
16-6
explosion
during
Eastern Division
Houston
at
Golden
State
"Then the game started exRonnie Ross
the last 4:52 left the Jayligwks Dallas
10 2 0 .833 289 171
Milwaukee at Los Angeles
pending. They built big, fancy
Eighth Grade Boys
Louis
7 50 .583 245 244
with
an
insurmountable
52-33
S
Wednesday's
Games
9 8 2 1 CI- 29
stadiums seating 60,000. Tele- North
210 E. Main
7 50 .583 153 155
lead at intermission.
Wash
Fast
8 9 22 4 - -43
100% Nylon
Kansas City at Boston
millions.
It
vision
poured
in
Phone 753-0489
North i7S1 - Starks 5, Darnell 6,
70
.417
158
236
Murray
scored
Jour
of
the
NY
Gts
5
Fabric
San
Antonio
at
New
Jersey
was only natural that players Lovett 12, Workman 6. Jones. Alexan3 9 0 .250 176 193
"first six points in the second Phila
Wells, Anderson and Burg*ss
Portland at Philadelphia
would demand their share." der,
Fast 431 - Houston 17, Garrison 14,
half to trail 54-37 before
Central Division
Cleveland at Washington
Robertson 2. Turley 2, Dawson 8.
8 40 .667 188 171
Kansas then did away with Minn
Willoughby. Hill, Hendon and Hounshell
Phoenix at Detroit
The North boys are 0-3 and will play at
7 50 .583 222 234
any
Chcgo
chance
the
Racers
had
for
New
Orleans
at
Indiana
Benton Friday The East boys are 1-1
5 7 0 .417 149 212
keeping it close. The Dtrt
and will play at Murray Middle Friday
Atlanta at Denver
Gn Bay
3 90 250 108 184
Ta Bay
0 12 0 .000 53 202
Western Division
L.A.
9 3 0 .750 265 122
6 60 .500137 99
AtInta
5 7 0 .417 171 202
S Fran
3 9 0 .250 211 268
N Orins
Monday's Result
Miami 17, Baltimore 6
Saturday's Glitnes
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati,
(NBC)
Washington at St. Louis,
(CBS)
Sunday's Games
Buffalo at New York Jets
Houston at Cleveland
Miami at New England
New York Giants at PhilaDEVIELOPLD 6 PRINTED
delphia
Li3i/7 ONE ROLL PER COUPON
Tampa Bay at New Orleans
Detroit at Baltimore
BIG it+
rAtIbia2=EIEMEE3
Green Bay at Chicago
e
Seattle at-Kansas City OPTIMIST WINNERS - Pictured above and below are the winners in the Murray Optimist
Minnesota at Oakland,( CBS
Club's Shoot, Pass and Dribble Contest. In the boys' competition, the top three in each group
Atlanta at Los Angeles
419 South 4th Street - Murray
were as follows: age eight: Greg Futrell, Joey McCallon and Jared White. Nine: Chuck Adams,
San Diego at Denver
Next To Roberson's Hih-Burger)
Mickey Garrison and Alan Cothran. Ten: Scott Nix, Mike Wilkins and Edward Crutchfield. Age 11:
Monday, Dec. 12
David Randolph, Denny Jones and Doran Wilson. Age 12: Chris Sheridan, Jimmy West and Steve
Dallas at San Francisco, rn
Grace. Age 13: Darren Hooper, Chris Priddy and David McMillen. For the girls: Age eight: Melen
ABC1
ANY SLIDE 0* COLOR NEGATIVE
da
Butterworth, Angie Hoke and Connie Manning. Age nine: Lenora Lockhart, Leslie Foster and
COUPON
rAVA- 1131IT 3 ENLARCMENTI PER
Sherri tomb. Age Ten: Sherri Gallimore, Shelly Howell and Terri Malcolm. Age 11: Cindy An4 121X331 i'S 46,.19 1,4t .0/0 '''At
derson, Raysha Roberts and Sherri Swift. Age 12: Donna Coles, Lisa Gibson and Alison Marshall.
Age 13: Melanie Kelly, Jane Anne Borrow and Donna Rousse.
ED

Pro Cage Standings

Pro Grid standings

Junior High
Cage Results

NEW WAY TO SHOP

Swivel
Rocker

PHOTO
SPECIALS

$80°0

NEW WAY TO SAVE

ROLL

n
5x7COLOR'

Purchase District
Furniture Warehouse

Enlargcmcnt 69c

me ill+

atitstanstatstatiamtinaticanatanwount

110fla
ZO EXPOSURE SLIMS
* e R..lie *14.wiev

NO 34 EXPOSuRE
Wok ThisCompas

Any 12

$199

Exposure
Film
r776 =mum"
"

agtt

Christmas Hours For
Downtown Merchants
Open Friday Nights til Christmas
Beginning December 12th
Open Late Efery Night
Hive A Happy Holiday Season!
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sports

Dolphins Tie Colts For Lead
In Wild AFC East Division
By RICK SPRATLING
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI 1AP) — -Great."
said Don Shute.
"Tough," said Ted Marchibroda.
The coaches of the Miami
Dolphins and Baltimore Colts,
respectively, spoke. as they
'surveyed a newly-jumbled
Eastern Division of the
National Football League's
American Conference.
tied Baltimore
The- Dolphins
for the division lead with a 17-6
victory over the Colts Monday
night on national television.
Gritty defense, a costly
Baltimore fumble and an
electrifying 77-yard touchdown run by rookie fullback
Leroy Harris made the difference for Miami..
Harris, a fireplug back at 5feet-10 and 220 pounds, turned
a ihOrtyardage center plunge

into a score halfway through
the fourth quarter as Miami
fought to maintain a 10-6 lead.
It was the longest run ever
from scrimmage by a
Dolphin. "I was looking for a
filling station to gas up," said
Harris, w,ho gained 140. yavds
in the game.
The Dolphins and Colts now
have matching 9-3 records
with two regular season
games left. The Ner England
Patriots are just a game back
at 8-4 and still have a shot at
the division title.
The Dolphins' final opponents are the Patriots next
Sunday in Foxboro, Mass.,
then Buffalo in Miami
December 17. Baltimore plays
at home against both Detroit
and New England.
and
Miami
Should
Baltimore both win their

Put a little
sizzle into your
Wednesday
Chicken Fry
Steak Meal!
A tasty value.

09

A complete
meal, priced right!
—
-YOult—enjoy a—quality -Ste-alr.With rich creamy "gravy, your choice of potato.
and a thick slice of Stockade Toast. Plus salad
with your choice of dressing, plus your drink.

SIRLOIN

remaining two games and
finish 11-3, the Dolphins would
be Eastern Division champions on the basis of a better
record within the division — 7Ito 6-2

• Wildcats Run By
Hoosiers, 78-64

;The Patriots get a.chance at
both leaders in the next two
weeks and could throw the
race into a three-way tie at 104. In that case the Patriots
would win the division
because of a 3-1 record against
the other two teams, with
Miami 2-2 and Baltimore 1-3.
One of our great wins,"
said Shula as he savored
Monday's victory. "I hope
what we've done tonight is
knock Baltimore out of it. It
was the first time in six games
that Miami was able to stop
the Colts.

to 16 points three times after
By FRANK BROWN
'intermission.
AP Sports Writer
"But we seemed tired near
It was a contest that proved
tougher than it should have for the end, which surprised me,"
top-ranked said Hall. The fatigue was
Kentucky's
Joe
Hall was evident when the Hoosiers
Coach
Wildcats.
pulled within seven with four
very much aware of that.
"The fact that we didn't minutes to go before Kentucky
play better alarm's me a lit- went on a final offensive drive.
-We're in a good position
Mike Woodson led Indiana
he said Monday night
tle,"„
now, even though it's a short
scorers with 20 points before
had
beaten
Kentucky
after
week of preparation for New
unranked Ipdiana by "only" fouling out with 12 minutes
England," Shula said.
remaining. Givens' per78-64.
formance gave him 1,512
the game to
took
"They
Baltimore's Marchibroda
They had that underdog at- points for his college career
sighed, "We're not out of it
and we didn't have the and moved him within five
titude
yet. We still have a chance to
we should have had," points of Ralph Beard, who is
attitude
the
win the division or to win
seventh on Kentucky's allHall.
said
wild card. It's just tough."
But Kentucky had Jack time storing list.
Givens, who scored 22 points, -I think Givens is as good a
The Colts mustered only
and Rick Robey, who had 20 player as we've played
field goals of 32 and 27 yards
more as the Wildcats won for against since I've been at
by Toni Linhart in the first
second time in as many Indiana," said Knight, whose
the
quarter, then were shut out by
games this college basketball Hoosiers are 1-1.
the Miami defense.
Other games involving Top
season.
20 teams Monday night saw
that
was
difference
"The
'Though Colts quarterback
Kentucky got enough broken thirdranked Notre Dame
Bert Jones connected on 18 of
baskets — from the offensive bomb Lafayette 76-42; No. 10
yards,
34 passes for 189
break and on rebounds," said Nevada-Las Vegas blast
Baltimore's potential goCoach Bobby Knight. Pepperdine 117-90; No. 11
Indiana
the—third
ahead drive in:
to their credit. Indiana State down Central
that's
"But
quarter stalled On if fianble.
up with more Michigan 93-77, and No. 19
came
just
They
to
squad
his
After directing
Kansas crush Murray 106-71.
did."
we
than
baskets
the Miami 4, Jones handed off
Elsewhere in college
for
lead
the
Kentucky-took
Leaks,
Roosevelt
to fullback
DePaul trimmed
_basketball,
first
leftist
the
4:05
with
good
who was hit and fumbled into
margin Bradley 89-85; Dayton bested
their
boosted
and
half
corMiami
zone.
the end
Eastern Kentucky 83-70;
nerback Norris Thomas
Kansas State ripped VanBowling
recovered.
derbilt 69-55; Alabama

Standings

THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
News. 11 •••••111 p 41••4044s 11 • vs 10 304 S41 IS*.

Garo Yepremian punched a
Bel Air 27-yard field goal and Bob
Center, Griese passed 15 yards to
to give Miami
Murray Andre Tillmanlead.
a 10-6 halftime

Frt. Morning Ladies
Bowling League

W
I.
Team
35
17
M.F A. Ins.
33
19
Tlny Tots
30'w 21 u2
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
30
22
Ky. lake Oil Co
22
30
Keel's Purchase Tire
284
Astro Car Wash
24
22
Allen-Thompson
25
27
Paradise Kennels
TV Service Center
34
18
High Team Game(SC)
508
•
M F A. Iris
578
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
557
T.V. Service Center
550
Ky Lake Oil Co.
550
Tiny Tots
High Team Game(HC)
783
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
770
T.V. Service Center
768
M.F.A. Ins
High Team Series(SC)
1663
Boone Laundry-Cleaners
1816
llny Tots1571
Ky Lake Oil Co
High Team Series HC)
.2278
Boone laundry-Cleaners
2154
. .. .
TIny Tots.
. 2170
T V. Service Center
High Ind. Game i SC
200
Vickie Baker
190
lois Smith
179
Jane McCuiston
High Ind, Game HC)
246
Vickie Baker
2Z
Jane McCuiston
212
Glynda Black
High Ind.Series(SC)
484
Lois Smith
464
Terry Underhill
463
Vickie Baker
HitiëiHC -.
601
Vickie Baker
Marion Berberich.
1
Sr
'
-11.-L:
TereyrraterItt
High Averages
las
..
leis Smith
Mary Harris
148
148
Margaret Morton
Terry Underhill
144
Jane Parks
140
Nancy Todd
140
Pat Willett
iv
Jean Bland
138
loan Cooksey
138
ti
'inda Johnson
— 136
- .
—

frfITIZITTITTITVIVITVVIZIMITIZTIVW731717137:117171;(7f7fa

21

New Stock

.:•14.0•11•••••••.,

"N•

Unfinished
4-Drawer

ttr

Chest

'2495

FINN
4,
N•lir.nr"weszi.,sy.
__

•

Unfinished
Unfinished

Gun Cabinet

Desks - Dr/ Sinks
Buffet & Hutch
Storage Benchs
NOW HI STOOK,

NH Size

Bean Bats

999w

Sofa & Chair

229"
FREE FINANCING

21
21

21

21

!
at
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Love Seats
$7500

defused Tennessee Tech 94-66
and Appalachian beat North.
Carolina-Charlotte, 71-64.
After Lafayette pulled
within 35-32 with 13:53
remaining, the Fighting Irish
broke away from a stifling
zone defense to score 19
consecutive points and put
down the uprising.
"For over 30 minutes the
kids did the best job they could
against what could be the best
team in the country," said
Lafayette Mach Roy Chipman. But they couldn't handle
Notre Dame's Duck Williams,

Win Race
BRUSSELS, Belgium AP)
— Ireland's Eddie Macken on
Jacbar and Paul Darragh on
Heather Honey won the team
relay event at the Brussels
International Horse Show
Tuesday night.
They scored 48 points in
114.7 seconds.
Belgium's team of Eva Van
Paesschen on Boulzicourt and
Stany_ Van Pae-sschen on
--riche was ie&iiit*Iffi 48
13O
points in 117.1
Hendrik Snook of West
Germany on Gay Lord won the
Zangersheide event in which
riders picked obstacles worth
different numbers of points.
Snoelt scored 1,080 points.

Big Smith Nylon Jackets
were never meant to stay clean.

who collected 22 points.
Phil Ness scored 18 for
Lafayette, which collected the
fewest points against the 4-0
Irish since Marquette was
held to 35 points in the last
game of the 1959 season.
Senior forward Jackie
Robinson had 25 points and
four other Nevada-Las Vegas
starters were in double figures
as the 4-0 Runnin' Rebels took
advantage of 32 Pepperdine
turnovers to win their 62nd
consecutive home game.
Unbeaten Kansas, 4-0,
surpassed the 100-point
plateau for the third time this
season. They were sparked by
Donnie Von Moore's careerhigh 22-point performance
while Jimmy Warren had 15
for the Racers, 2-2.

Lenny Wilkens Now 5-0
As New Coach Of Sonics
SEATTLE (AP) — As the game of fourth-place Los
only undefeated coach in pro Angeles in the Westernbasketball this season, Lenny Conference's*Pacific Division,
appeared to have things well
Wilkens had a point.
hand in the third period,
in
"Listen," the Seattle SuperSonics' boss said, addressing holding a comfortable 69-53
his post-game inquisitors in a lead with 4:30 to play.
But the Hawks, who shot
tone of voice which left no
35 per cent for the game,
only
"it
doubt what he meant,
wasn't a picture-perfect battled back in the final ,
game, but we won it. That's period. Rookie Wayne Rollins,
who paced Atlanta with 17
what counts."
For Wilkens, the popular points and 12 rebounds, tied
former Sonics player who the game at 88-88 with 1:53 to
became Seattle's coach for the play with a short hook shot.
But speedy Gus Williams
second time when he replaced
the fired Bob Hopkins last canned a jumper from the
week, Monday night's 99-88 corner, John Johnson followed
victory over the Atlanta with a lay-in and Williams hit
Hawks in the National another jumper for a 94-88
Basketball Association's only Seattle lead with 51 seconds
game was special for a couple left that killed the threat.
of reasons.
"It's tough to shoot 35
It was Wilkens' fourth
on the road and win,"
percent
straight triumph sinceHawks' Coach Hubie
said
NBA
third
his
assuming
dropped
coaching- job six days ago. It Brown, whose team
1 games behind
was also his 200th victory, to 12-9 and
ing
against 214 losses, in his Central Divison-lead
in the Eastern
relatively brief coaching Washington
Conference.
career.
Marvin Webster, the Sonics'
The events of the past week
center, grabbed A
young
have been viewed as nothing
inshort of amazing by the gamehigh 19 rebounds,
boards,
offensive
10
cluding
Sonics' fans, who were subjected to 17 defeats in Seattle's and scored 10 points. Williams
26 points,
first 22 games before Wilkens led all scorers with
with
was asked to move from his followed by John Johnson
20
with
Johnson
Dennis
22
and
of
club's
director
the
desk as
Seattle.
for
player personnel to a seat on
011ie Johnson and Ron
the bench.
- added 16 points
Behrigen
The Sorties, who improved to
9-17 and moved within one apiece for Atlanta.

Very special values from Ethan Allen •

Gifts that

Y.1

never leave home.
C. If you're short on floorto-ceiling book shelves, •
try our library steps for a
dramatic way to display
plants or decorative
objects. Solid oak, 42
inches high.
Reg.$159.50

!IALE $129.54)
D. An imported brass Irish bowl
to fill with fruit, candies,
flowers, Christmas tree balls. 5
inches high.
Reg.$34.95

SALE $29.95
E. Bouquets to our brass planter,
perfect for greenery or flowers.
Solid brass, 7 inches high.
Reg.$12.95

SALE $10.95
Candlelight's even more
roinantic when flickering.
throve!,our hurricane chamberstick of gleaming brass. 1½
inches high.
Reg.$37.95

SALE $33.95
G. Gift from the East ... our temple
jar in gleaming brass.'1-4 inches high. —
Reg.$49.95

SALE $44.95

Free Delivery...
Convenient Credit
Arrgnged...

- -They're made to keep you dry, warm
and comfortable,come snow or rain.

4

Financing
1 Year
No Interest

A very special value
when you visit us!
Delightful and decorative cocktail
table to set next to a chair,
compound the interest and
use two in front of a
sofa. Richly finished
antiqued solid pine.
19" square by 16" high.
Reg.$57.50

Gun Cabinet
90 Days
Same As
Cash

Clocks Free Financing

Solid Wood - 8 day Wind Chime & Strike
— These Specials Good Now Thru Christmas—

i*

Pay Cash & Do Your Own Delivery
Get 20% Off Everything In Store

Pz

$29.95 each

tri

Excluding Items listedin This Ad
•

a

MurrayFurniture
"Wart
st„

C,ourt

repeueot and fully Iovulated
energl loose to these Btg Sm.ths
r
041.14S!
[„, people who've been maktng these
so
years.
they're
50
over
for
clothes
.1
nut together And because If doesn't
cost you a bundle to bundle up

sir
Uncle Jeff's

UNI4'EB4MilikINISHINGS

Fba Smoth Oullted Nylon Jacket

ALLEN FURNITURE
(THAN
,.
• .
.
IIWA,c0IiSYREET
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ua2m

ffaziantutaiLaziatiaulaistsai4lvtaamplaartits/

OPEN:SUNDAY 1 5P.M.
OPEN:MONDA Y& FRIDA
NIGHT 'Til8!

• .NOTICE:
n/ OPEN:SUNDAY Ito 5 PM
OPBN: Mf0411:141 & FR IDA
Paducah K v
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Y
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A Three-Act Comedy Will Be
Presented At MSU Dec. 8-10

Theatre, will direct the 11member cast.,
, Admission to the perfOrMariCell is
.50 or by
Dowd's fantasy causes hum season ticket. Tickets may be
purchased at the box office in
and his family.
James
I.
Schempp, the University Theatre betassociate profeSaor in the -ween.1:39 IUD.,and,4'_p.m..
Department of Speech and each day or at the door.

By LUCRECE BALE
Synopsis: Searching for: the Pigwidgen.-Claus meets an old crone
who directs him on a strange road
where hefinds a crooked-legged elf
named Patrick..Twemilekrums.

I

'Special ones. The elves will
make them. Come,don't dilly so."
Hegave the unsuspecting Claus a
shoe and they both tumbled down
the hole. to the Sopchoppy River
Ferry.
Tomorrow: Four Gifts
—

"Harvey," a three-act
comedy by Mary Chase, will
be nesented by the University
Theatre at Murray State'
University Dec. 8, 9, and 10.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. each
CHAPTER FIVE
evening
in the University
THE SOPCHOPPY
MODEL MAKING
MYSTIC, Conn.(AP) — The Theatre of the Price Doyle
FERRY
art of ship model making is the Fine Arts Center on theLOUDI
CLAUS sat up and rubbed his
subject of i new exhibit — campus.
nose. Patrick. Tweedleknees
-Model Making Today" — at "Harvey" is presented as
stood before bins two feeflails—
Mystic Seaport.
part of the American College
The little elfs legs were bowed.
The show includes 40 models Theatre Festival sponsored by
that range train 34-inch min- the John F. Kennedy
His nose was pointed. Wooly eyebCenter
iatures to fully-rigged, four-foot for the Performi
rows drooped over his fierce blue
ng
Arts
vessels. The models range from Alliance for
eyes. Bristles of red hair sprang
Art
Education
.A
clipper ships to steamboats,
straight up from his head.
festival judge will review the
schooners, skiffs and a Jape- play
-"Claus laughed. - He thought he
for possible presentation
nese whaling sampan.
had never seen so comical a figure.
in South Carolina in the
Tweedleknees brandished his
spring. From there, the play
NEW DIRECTOR
firefly flashlight and hollered,
could
be selected for national
NEW
YORK 4AP) — The As'You're trespassing on -private
sociation of American Publish- presentation in Washington,
property, sir! I'd like to know
ers says Phyllis. L. Ball has D. C.
what's-so funny about-that!''
been named staff director-of its Harvey is a six-and-oneClaus said hastily,"I am sorry. I
General Publishing Division.
half-foot rabbit,the imaginary
was looking for the Sopchoppy
Ms. Ball is a former editor at friend of Elwood P.Dowd.The
River and the elf who runs the ferry
door and flashed his light into"a wakened. And how he had found Prentice-Hall Inc.
play concerns the problems
there."
a

FOC

Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida . . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features.
O 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
O 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
O Night Club, Dancing &
'Entertainment . •
O 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Baum rag__
O Volleyball & Shuffleboard
O Basketball, Game Room
O Sauna, Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Goff Privileges
65 Miles to Disney World
- Daily door-to-door Bus
".. Service available
C Free chaise lounges
[3 Ample self parking
-Otme play in our-play,ground.
it* Daytona's most -complete
yter 'round fun resort!
,.
Daytona's

i

Cast

I
I
I
I

way

BEACH MOTEL
i
2075 S. Atlantic Ave.
,
i
P.O Box 7437
.i)aytona Beach, Fla 32016 I
Ph (904) 255-6461
.
I
Please send new color
brochure & rate sheet
acme
Street

great hole. At the bottom was a
river. Anchored there was a flimsy
-raft -made ef thousand ahd
thousands of matchsticks
"That," announced the elf, "is
the Sopchoppy River Ferry. Now
may I inquire who you are and what
you're doing poking into business
that is no concern of yours?"

key marked "Pigsaidgen" in the
purse
ACROSS
- " have set out to destroy thr
nit ate
Pigwidgen, whoever or whatever
4 Exclamation
he is," finished Claus."And!have 6 Pitch
woo
heard you are the one who can tell
lcolloq
It
Vendor
me what I need to know."
13 Ached
"The Pigwidgen is the strongest 15 Postscript
labbr I
power on earth," said the ell,
46 Prayers
"You
can
never
destroy
him."
"But it is my businest!" de18 Conjunction
"Nevertheless," said Claus, "I 19 Symbol for
clared Claus.
tantalum
He told Tweedleknees how a shall try."
21 College
"Centuries
ago
the
Pigwidgen
official
curse had escaped from a mysteri22 Dines
ous black pocket book left in his laid a curse on the elves," said 24
Escaped
_
kee0ing.- And how all the children' Twetdlenknees. "Since-then if the 26 Speech
light
of
sun
or
impediment
moon
falls
on an elt
of the land had fallen into a sleep
28 Beverage
from which they could not he he will turntoashers Allexcept me 29Eagie's nest
I was swimming under the Sop- 31 Fate
choppy River at the time. 1 am vtI) 33 Man's
•
nickname
•
..
'
good
at underwater swimming and I 34 Units
k
,w. r....
weftAi dr: .,,,A — ,.:-. i—. 'v.: Ape , •arao.la A
36
Space
escaped the curse. All other elves 38 Sun
4IIIIIIIIIP.7
.!" 11111.1%="
11MBENNINIMIL p.151
god
It;.1.11.••
imap.ato
LL,
- eame,somktime.st•
4
t
,
must live underground and can be 40 Allowance
.- )!1 -...,
*
for
II
waste
reached
only by my ferry."
•4=41 '
42
"Where .will I find the Pig- 45 Burdens
New Deal
widgen?" asked Claus.
agency
"No elf has ever seen him. lie 47 (Ind )
Distance
lies behind walls in aland of host
49 Cook slowly
and never-ending snow."
•
of
...
"I will go there," said Claus. 50 Part
church
You are braver than you look to 52 Father
54 Printer's he."'iaid TWeedIanee
masure
rtlgly - His -nose- seemed to grow 55 Note of
Downtown
Brilliant diamond in
scale
sharper. His red hair turned more
each pierced earringShopping Center
i
56 Platitude
fiery . "No one is braver than I." he 59
14K white or yellow
Faroe
declared belligerently. "I will go
gold.
Islands
whirlwind
with you."
61 Tavern
"Then let us be off!" said Claus 63Makes into
'We will need weapons, said
law
65 Tears
Tweedleknees.
66 A continent
' "What kind of weapons?"
(abbr.)
87 Roman
bronze

-I am the elf," said Tweedleknees, "I am the captain of the
ferry.
'"But," said Claus, "where is
the river?';
"You are sitting on it," said
Tweedleknees grumpily.
Claus jumped to his feet in
alarm. He peered al. the ground.
The first light of day had now come
but he could see no river, not even a
puddle.
"It's an underground river,"
said Tweedleknees huffily, "You
were sitting on the entrance'
He kicked aside a layer of sod.
Therewas-atrap door. He lifted the

Crossword Puzzler

LINDSEY'S
JEWELERS

Sponsored by The American Legion

West Ky. Exposition Center
All Proceeds will go follhe
-Legion Baseball

DOWNI
I Snake
2 Pounding
- instrument

Fr' num

WOU
rEALI VROu ROMA
PEE
UOONUORMO
3 Spanish
VECVM MUM
- article
ne OUN MOON
4 Flock
IEEE ULIO °MON
5 Fairy in
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Tempest"
MGM WOW UNO
6 Patron
ELM WOW UM
7 Shallow
MUM UOOLAW
vessel
DULUO5l0UN WON
8 River in
LEDO
MUM ONO
France
9 Preposition LUDO OUOU UUU
10 Cuddle up 30 Weird •
point (abbr.)
12 Behold!
32 Cries Ilke
46 Conjunction
• 14 Give
cow '
48 Eviapdratei
medicine to 35 Periods of 51 Black
17 Declared
year
20 Danish
37 Partner
ii raffPain2island
38 Bellows
56 Babylonian
23 Cooled lava 39 Come on the
deity
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. scene
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41 Decorate
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Energy crunch? Not when you've got this London Fog.
Imagitee Poplin or Imaginie Twill (100% textured
Dacron! polyester fully luxurious tined-wfth rich, '
Parliament Plush.So let the thermometer dip. You'll be
out there slogging it out with the best of them.

Open 8:00 On &Ways
Open Sun.1-5
Free Gift Wrapping -,".•

...e
".

l'sie.
"77,734-- so
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1
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Dietr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

'01./ LOOK 5NtALLER
TODAq,51R,AND qOU
SEEM QUIETER....

THE HAPPY ENDING
SPOILED THE
PICTURE FOR ME

HERE'S
GRUMPY
GUS
COMING

OUT OF
THE
MOVIES

0'977 United
'
i ea'44,-t-yndkcate

Tickets Available At:
West Ky.,Expo. Center-,
Mans World,Dennison Hunt
Admission Adults $4.00, Students 8311,Children (6-12)52"
Five (5) vehicles constitute a class. Three classes by weight in two (2)
divisions is—follows — plus open class. Winner fake aft in 7,000 pound
maximum class.

Ent Fee 95

FOOD $31-10,000,...
TELEPHONE $23,578...

LIGHTS $15,093.

111

Admission Adults'4",Students'300, Children (6-12)'2"

3500 Pounds Under Stock
5500 Pounds Under Stock
6500 Pounds Under Stock
3500 Pounds Under Modified
5500 Pounds Under Modified v
6500 Pounds Under Modified
Weight to include driver, safety equipment — 200 pound tolerance will be allowed
6.01_2

"1- 2.-

2414-- -"

-

MY COLL6A6UE FROM OUR

NEIGHBORING N.ATION,IVORYLANA ,WIEHES TO
JOIN ME IN T'HE
CEREMON9

LILY, WHEN YOU'REMARRIED BY ,TWO
PRE5IDEN15,'Ft/LIRE ;
REALLY mARRIEV!
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2. Nobel

2 Notice

15 Articles For Sale

6 Help Wanted

5 Lost And Found

43. Real Estate

33 Rooms For Rent

24 Miscellaneous
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CAST: Female black-cat
Mow About I Squye
Egg'

`,/
.

I

..•

with white spot on chest
and stomach. Name
Muffy. Wearing white
flea collar. Vicinity of
16th and Main. Childs
pet. If found please call
'753-09N.

.....,,
(,........,,
A

I

•

Check
Your
Ad
'
Ah

Square Egg
Press

6 Help Wanted
GROW EARTHWORMS
fur profit. Free DataWORM WORLD, 1810
Josephine,
South
Denver, Colorado 80210
or call Mr. James.
303)-778-1026.
Collect

.1r ,...
:N.:...
. ..0 ....Z
.
/

....

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St

HORNBUCKLE Barber
and
Shop, shaves
haircuts. 209 Waldrop.

'

Come see the ceentry
Nam Chriitnitt- Tree.
The perfect gift for all
the family.

GIBSON
LOCKER PLANT
107 N 3rd Street

DAY CARE will open for
nightservice, 6:30 p.m. i; 1 a.m. Friday and
Saturday nights only.
Call 753-4481.

_ .,

i.,
,..

_.

are
,er (ISliV S
Ad t
requested to check the
forst onserfoon of ads for
,n
correcti,
This
newspaper will be
respons,ble for only
one ncorre(t onserhon
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
ty SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD. CAREFULLY
AND NODE,̀ US PROM
PT! V IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified
displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 neon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

5. lost And Found

TEACHER NEEDS baby
sitter for one year old
boy in my home.
References and trannecessary.
sportation
Call after 4 -p.m. at 7537264.
_
NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS for day
cook. Apply in, person,
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord, no phone
calls.
NEEDED BABYSITTER
in my home, 7:30-4:30
M'ondfly through Friday.
References
required.
Call 753-8445 after 4:30.
$

WEEKLY
00
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfa-ddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.*

COLOR PORTRAITS, LOST PAIR of glasses in
bring us yours for extra
beige flowery case. Call
copies. Made from any
753-4767.
size into any
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.'_
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST AND
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
X-RAY TECHNOLOGIST
lot, use our rear en- I Full time- position for each4
ent 4ringe
trance.
benefits. Salary commensatirate with experience. Apply at Trigg County Hospital, Inc.,
WATKINS
FOR
P. 0. Box 312, Cadiz, Kentucky 42211 with R. B.
Contact
Products.
King,502-522-3215 ext. 37.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
-MUSICIANS WANTED to
buy Martin, Fender,
Gibson, & MusicMan
- Guitars de Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Rescue
.
Ambulance
Hospital
Emefgenct
.
Humane Soil*

753 1441
153-1621
753-6952
753-9332

153-3994
Comprehensive
Care
. 153-6622
POISOA Control . 153-7588
Senior agent . . 153-0929
Needline
753-NEED
.
learn To Read . . 153-2288

ocial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
•

PARIS
LANDING
.
1 -Country Store will be
open 7 days a week
through the winter
Antiques,
.; _months.
china, Vamps,
't miscellaneous. New
Arkla gas logs, $20 each.
Peel and stick floor tile,
;: $5.00 box. Across from
•' Paris Landing Park on
Highway 119.

WILL BE BUYING fur
through
Monday
`.; Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
:South on Torn Taylor
:Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.

l'HE WORD Paradise
:appears in the King
: James version of the
Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
',.Revelations 2-7.
%. Paradise - Greek : Paradeisos,
sos, a Park, i.e. I spec.
• an Eden. Hebrew
•••: Pardee, Par-dace', of
for. or. a Park: forest,
orchard. Jesus was
'crucified in paradise
(Gol-go-tha ) placed in
he I!. and raised to the
f right hand of God. Acts
2-31-33. For further
lt
gi.1:information
F
yo
consuir
assistance call 753-0984.;.
!

* EMPLOYMENT
WANTED by MSU
student - athlete, any
type of work. Available
from December 23.
through January
prefersteady. work. Call
Brian Rutter it 767-4167
during the day or before
10:30 p.m.

15C1 REWARD
Offered for information leading tn
arrest and convection of person or
persons cutting tires at Taber Body
Shop. Contact Gerald Tabers

10 Business Opportunity
GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit. Free DataWORM WORLD, 1810
South
Josephine,
Denver, Colorado 80210
or call Mr. James.
Collect
1303)-778-1026.

753-3134 or
Murray Police Department

LOANS AVAILABLE for
business and farms,
personal and
consolidation. Some 6
/percent interest loans
from 5,000 to .500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.

By order of William B. Lester, Bankraptcy
Judge:-all interests of the trustee in Bankruptcy
in the below listed property of Tr -Way Oils Inc.
Bankrupt will be auctioned on Thursday, December 8, 1977, at 10:00 a.m. at the Office of John L.
Warner Jr., Attorney at Law 306 W. Church
Street, Union City Tennessee.
1. Equity in Lot 07, of the replat of the Clarence I
Hortin -subdivision Murray, Kentucky,
which appears of record in Plat Book 03,
Page 91, RearEstate records of Calloway
County, Kentucky.
2. Equity in Lot 02, Block B, of the Wildwood
Commerical Plat Murray, Kentucky
sigich ippears of record in Plat Book 03,
Page 42, Real Estate records of Calloway
County Kentucky.
•
All sales made without warranty and subject
to approval Of 'Bankruptcy Court Western '
District of Tennessee. •
Contact John L. Warner Jr., Trustee in
Bankruptcy, 306 West Church Street, Union City
Tennessee. 38261. 901-885-2430.

14. Want

To Buy

Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
574, 71.4", 144 HP,$29.99,
Model 559 ball bearing 2
HP, $54.95. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.

Newspaper advertising is
like having o party line
to our entire cirrulotionl
Place your message today'

ilierray
Ledger & Times

COMMODES - BORG
Warner Or Artesian,
white, $34.95. Colors,
$42.50. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SKIL ROUTER sale, 1,a
HP model 548 only
$35.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FIVE PIECE mahogany
dining room set, drop
leaf table. Call 753-4746,

New Vinyl

covering
.Narne Brand
.108 Sq. Ft.
•All colors
8r styles
$1 799

Murray Home
& Auto

10" CRAFTSMAN table
saw, 19" portable color
RCA TV and stand. 1973
Ford car. All in good
condition. Call 7534578.
55 GALLON drums $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Milli°, Ky.

USED l3'6" x 18' and 11 x
14 rose beige rug. Clean
and in good condition.
$40. Call after 5:30 7533834.
TWO EACH 17,000 gallon
storage tanks with
ladders. Would make
1,800 bushel grain bins.
Top condition. Both
$2,000. Call 618-524-9614.
WOOD FOR SALE, $15
rick & up. Immediate
delivery Call 437-4346.

16. Home Furnishings
WEEK SALE. Recliners,
$79.9 5
Platform
rockers, $30.95. Bean
bags,$24 95, Three piece
bedroom suite (oak),
$249.95. Many specials
now for Chrigtmas.
Carraway Furniture 105
N. 3rd St., 753-1502.

COUCH,
. AND- CHAIRwi
P
'neat, ---yeaFga. Half pH-cc Lab
like new. Call 753-5688.
-753-7874.
•

---nnerrecr
4

HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Center, South
16th Street in Fox
Waft-I/is; no* hag
Paternayan
Tapestry
yarns in stock, also
Paternayan
3
ply
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cross
stitch, crewel, and Boss
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.

BATH TUBS - Borg
Warner or Artesian, 5'
steel, white, $59.99.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

I

SLEEPING ROOM for
boys, utilities furnished.
Walking distance for
MSU. Call 753-1812.

Guy Spann R alty

34 Mouses For Rent

Decorate a
lolida): Cake
The
Witten WaS'

SMALL HOUSE furpushed, sir- conditioned,
living room carpeted.
located
near
Nice
university. Couple
desired. No children or
pets: Call after 9 a.m.
753-3920.

30 FERGUSON tractor
and equipment. Call
after 3 p.m. 437-4846.

20 Sports Equipment

36 For Rent Or Lease
GET BACK to nature on
this 40 acre farm...26
tendable, tobacco base,
woods, creek and an
older frame home.
Owner will consider any
reasonable offer.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack
753-0850
between 8 and 5.

RUGER BLACKHAwx,
.357 magnum, 642"
barrel, new in box. $130.
.,,Ray Wallace, 759-1432.
14' ALUMACRAFT boat
abd dialler. Call 4362318.
,

I

SPINET CONS011 PIANO POI
SAIL WanLecL_Responsible
party to take over piano. Can
be seen locally, Write Mr.
Powers Box 327, Carlyle.
Illinois 62231

WURLITLER, PIANOS &
organs. Rental applies
to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV in Paris.

Murray Nome
& Auto

•

AO
FREE
Termite

1

Inspection
(*Orgies! Sy IPA
erred Core* Nemo Repair.

SAVE - MARANTZ Stereo
Components Speakers Warranty.
year
5
Discount on system
your
at
plices
Magnavox Dealer in
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC
& TV.
WANTED A RESPONSIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. J & B MusicMagnaerox.Call 753-7575.
REALISTIC stereo
component system. $150.
Call Tim at 753-0182 or
753-0634. _
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some
models. Some come on
Sunset
over
to
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland
Center,
Chestnut St.

Sales

1974 12 x 60 HILLCREST,
2 bedroom, gas heat and
central air. Like new.
Partly furnished. See at
Riviera Cts or call 7533280 before 5, or 436-5524
after 6.

o

toeno.

12 x 58 NEW MOON 3
bedroom, all electric
carpeted,"
air
conditioned. See at
Riviera Courts or call
753-3280 before 5 or 4365524 after 6.-

II••• •••••1 Ind e;qe..
,
44 ••••

0. nal slie mo,...roe well

is Nair*
100 South 13th St
Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fist.
and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. .All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SKIL HEAVY 42" drill
with. spade handle.
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CUSTOM
MADE
MATTRESS for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone I443-7323.
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
NEW
AND
USED
railroad ties, culvert
pipe, used steel pipe and
treated timbers, rough
sawed treated lumber,
locust and Catalpha
post. Many other items.
Phone day or night 618524-9614.
GO CARTS,3 HP,8279 95.
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
_SIM.9S. Wallin,IlarcIL
ware, Paris.

1975 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home. Can be
seen in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-9661.
1974 MOBILE HOME,
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
underpinning, nice front
porch. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 7533418 after 5.

30. Business Rentals
1,000 Sq. Ft. space
located
Southside
Shopping Center. Call:
753-6612
.-

29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
SMALL
HOUSE
TRAILER, $40 month.
Through winter months.
Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
31 Want To Rent
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment,
needed at Christmas.
References/erred:-

73-0ge3.

Supplies

AKC
GERMAN
SHEPHERD puppies.
Call 554-2153 Paducah.

12 X 65 MOBILE HOME,3
bedrooms, 1'1 bath,
carpeted, unfurnished.
Good condition. Call 7539570.

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

•
Good Investment. Just
listed - brick duplex in
county plus extra lot 34
acre in size with
trailer hook-up. Both
can be bought for
$31,500 or separately.
Call or come by

753-4758
38. Pets

26. TV-Radio

27. Mobile Home

23. Exterminating

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

We'll be glad to moil
your orders to you

Otestrwt Sr.
SAILBOATS 10 percent
off AMF Suefish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
Qty, Ky. WednesdaySaturday call 395-7844 or
362-8585 nights.

leer ley People
In Real (state'
753 7724
901 Sycamore
Memel, v.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511061

19 Farm Equipment

USED BALDWIN Spinet
piano. Lonardo Piano
Co. Across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.

WANT TO BUY lot near
-Hazel. 1-111 acres USED FURNITURE and
- -preferable. Call 901-64Z--- appliances.
Bedroom
0§92 or 436-2124.
• and living room suites,
living room chairs,
recliner, file cabinet,
WANTED-Terri Lee
doll; also Jerri; Connie.. base cabinets, 7 piece
dinette, Maytagwringer
Lynn and Linda doll in
Carraway
any size and any of the ,..washer.
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd
clothes. Call 753-3416.
753-1502.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. can 1-527-8322. BEAUTY SHOP equipment. Two sinks, 2
chairs, styling booth, 6
15. Articles For Sale
dryers, etc. Will not sell
CORRELLE
EXseparately. Must call
PRESSION, 20 piece
753-0390 after 6:00 to
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
arrange appointrnept to
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
see equipment. Selling
price will not be given
WEED
EATERS
over
phone.
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie

Your
Message
Makes
Bigger
Splash.
HEM

1952 MODEL B John
Deere tractor and
cultivator. Call 436-2318.

22. Musical

Chestnut St.

or___Phone-25119L6

V

9. Situations Wanted

LEGAL NOTICE
AUCTION SALE

753-5131

SERVICE STAtION SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
attendant, must be
discount prices at
and
mature, clean
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
courteous. Excellent pay.
in Paris.
Good working conditions.
Uniforms furnished. One
FELT CHRISTMAS tree
week paid vacation and
skirts, styrofoam items
other benefits. xAPOy
-4-n el u d rn g
person at Ky. Lake Oil N..
snowflakes, a wide
selection
of purse
handles, a good selecSTUFFERS
AND
tion of craft cord, beads
MAILERS URGENTLY
and rings, Little Red
NEEDED! $25.00 per
House of Crafts in Uncle
hundred GUARANTJeffs Shopping area.
EED.
Send
selfaddressed
stamped
FOR SALE: Full size bed,
envelope, TK
ENwith Bookcase HeadTERPRISE, Box 21679,
board, Frame, MatDenver, CO. 80221.
tress, and Springs; 2
Bookcases; 5 Drawer
NEEDED BABYSITTER
Chest; 10 Drawer Chest;
for 6 year old girl. On
Desk; .Loveseat; Arm
Saturday 8:30 a.m.-1:30
Chair;
Phonograph
p.m. Prefer young adult.
Console - needs work;
Call 759-1020 or 753-1206.
Cradle; Pole Lamp; 6
Drawer Dresser, &
SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
Mirror; Color TV- needs
part time in return for
work; drapes 83" x 63",
room and board. Prefer
and 83" x45" Beige; call
younger person. Call
753-3893.
753-2897.
FIREWOOD. Will
WANTED-Innovative
deliver. Call 753-5857.
self-starter
for
advertising
LOFTY PLI.F., free from
account
representative position.
soil is the carpet cleaned
Person hired will be
with Blue I.ustre. Rent
expected to plan and
electric shampooer.
organize
advertising
Western Auto, home of
programs. Salary and
''Wishing Well Gift
fringes including
Shop".
hospitalization-major
medical, paid vacation,
THREE PIECE walnut
etc. Interested persons
bedroom suite. Call 4892162.
should send complete
resume, including salary
expectations, to P.O. Box
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071.
-- ---- •

AKC GERMAN short
haired Pointer puppies.
Guaranteed against hip
dysplasia. Sired by
O.S.A. certified double
field champion. Dam xrayed good at 13 months.
Shots, wormed. Call 1354-8776.

4

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
REALTORS,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center 759-1707 or 7591716,

OPPORTUNITY-Brick

INVESTMENT
'REGISTERED
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. Call 554-2153,
Paducah.

duplex with each unit
having 2 bedrooms
located only 4 miles
from Murray. This
property offers a good
return on investment
and owner ,wouhl
alder -financing. Priced 'to sell fast. Low 20'11,
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for friendly',
courteous real estate
service.

AKC
MINIATURE
Schnauzer
puppies.
Deposit will bold for
Christmas. Also dog
grooming. Call 435-4481.
ONE FEMALE AKC
registered
Doberman
puppy. Red and rust
colored. Nine weeks old.
$100. Call 436-5495.

Whether its lot, farm,
home, or commercial
property,, The Nelson'

43.Real Estate
CRACKLING FIRE on
the fireplace...large
living room - kitchen
combination.. loft
bedroom.. large wooded
lot
in
secluded
area. ideal hideaway.
All for only $11,000.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-1492. _

ShroatREALTORS is the
company to see. WE
have all types of
listings
and
are.
available at all times
to serve you. Come in
to the most conveniently located real
estate co. in town

The Belson
Shroat Co.,
REALTORS

CHARACTER PLUS
CHARM.
This
prestigious home has
large swimming pool,
enclosed screened patio
in backyard, landscaped
for privacy. Meanwhile,
enjoy the cozy fireplace
inside den, quality
kitchen, entry hall,
formal dining room,
large livingroom, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths. This
house has everything
rolled into one, charm,
personality,
comfort.
Located at 1528 Canterbury Drive. Call or
come by Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080,
105 N. 12th.

Unck Jeff', Riopping Center...759-1707 759 1716
KosIVII*

HOME WITH 40 acres
with lovely landscaped
surroundings and '5
ponds in wooded setting.
Several
outbuildings,
fenced area for -horses,
pine forest with walking
and
riding
trails
meandering
to
a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll not see
another picture this
pretty in this area.
Phone us today sit
Kopperud Realty, 753.
1222. We are Murray*
fastest growing reek*

John C.
Neubauer
Realtor

Waldrop Realty
-In Business
Since 1956-

Your Property Vain 'us
753-0101
SOS Maim St.

List

83-3441-

THAT'S A FACT
TWO'S A CROWD!
No OTHER STATE is Twe UNION
BUT KEHluC.KY CAN BOAST OF

HAVING TWO
NATIVE SONS AS
VREgPENT AT
THE MOW
TIME'
THEY WERE
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN
AND

JEFFERSON
DAVIS!

THiSrs THE AGE
OF
.. DO ir rouxesiar,

rmsnzucTicA4.6
mow TO 8LALC,AeouND
AL 4106r
ANYTHrNG
waL4)7p4g A
maw

,
..45A,

cCio THE PAYROLL
9AW44169 PLAN Al./ERE
wC54?1(, 41(O AN AMOUNTvrx/
v06. CPCCIFV wqt gE gEr
FROM frOLAR PAW
70 Sue US
9a900.lr:s EAf3r-SAMOS
OKCE
YOU KNOW Nom,
15. w itt

BREATHLESS'
Atv-parc*Nes""
ii-owlerreeR.r4wre-vr,4eAite-a-

"
4. •

s.

-*
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XJI-AL
all=1111111
FINE COUNTRY
'I LIVING-Now is your
138 Acre Farm - Just
chance to own property
Listed. Good bottom
overlooking the lovely
1
2 mi.
land wtth over /
Murray Country Club
of hwy. frontage. 100
golf course. Three
acres tendable plus air
bedroom brick home
cured, dark fired, and
with 'fireplace, full
.burley tobacco bases.
basement which is ideal
Located on Hwy. 1836
or
workshop
for
11
/
2 miles north of
recreation room, atColdwater. Priced at
tached garage, and
$886/acre. Call or
breezeway. All this at an
come by
ideal location. Priced
the low 30's. Additional
The Nelson
acreage may be purShroco Co.,
adjoining
chased
REALTORS
country club golf course.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
in the Uncle Jeffs
753-1222 for full-time,
Shopping Center. 759competent real estate
1707 or 759-1716.
service.
A

43 Real Estate

1

on
.26
se,
an
De.
my
r.

KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
7. conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.

In
th
Lh
Dr

Phone
In
Number
_ The

ig
9-

Murray
OP.
unit
oms
nth%
This
good
nent
con.

iced
20's.
alty,
idly,
;tate

Real(-slate Needs
Is

759-1707
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

the
WE
of
are.
nes
e in
.onreal

1322 MAIN. Lovely older
home with style & grace.
Large scenic lot. Lots of
closet space. Large
rooms.
Partially
redecorated. Two
upstairs.
apartments
This is the type'home
everyone wants so give
us a call. Wilson Ins. &
Real Estate, 753-3263
anytime.
NEAR KIRKSEY-Just
listed a 3 bedroom
frame and one acre lot.
Has storm windows,
doors, outside storage,
own well, electric heat.
Priced to sell at $18,500.
Call 753-3263 Wilson Ins.
& Real Estate, anytime.

Purdons & Tinsman •
Insurance & Real Estate

easme6

acres
:aped
id '5
tting.
lings,

ilking
Tails
a
lake
>oded
it see
this
area.
y at
753Tay's
ealty

111

I

I

AIR COMPRESSORS
Now A Rebuilt Wits. Repairs
of ell wakes

WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or
decorative
Also
free estimates on
driveway and parking
7lo
53
ts.6
. 7C
63
all Roger Hutson,

QUALITY
REALTY

5271468 753.9625
Can.ELL CO.E moos

JACKSON ". PURCHASE
Insulation of, Murray.
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.

44. lots For Sale
LOT WITH TREES in
0 9I 7 er Unwoci Feratc,•
.c
Gatesborough. 125 x 217
ft. Call 753-6Z75.
""TH155 WHAT tVE
46 Homes For Sale

roof, panelled, carpet,
electric heat, storm
doors and windows.
Three miles South of
Farmington on 564
Highway. Call 1-3452290.
HOUSE AND LOT ,for
sale at 905N. 16th Street.
For more information
call 753-8679.
47. Motorcycles
CHRISTMAS GIFTS:
$10.00 Gift certificate,
$8.95. Helmets: white
$16.95, colors $17.95,
fullface $29.95.
Motorcycle parts, tires,
repair manuals, tools,
gloves, shirts, shields,
tie downs, spark plugs,
batteries, chargers, oil,
Catalog Ordering
Service. Motorcycle
Parts Supply, N. 6th. &
Walnut: Across from
Bus station.'

After *oars
759-1716

Murray, Kentecky

Estate
1970 BUICK
wagon, excellent running condition. Motor
overhauled. Call -7533222.
1969 FORD station
wagon, body good, fair
mechanically. $150. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-6505.
1975 FORD GRANADA,
power steering, power
brakes, air, V-8. Very
nice. $2995. Call 753-2738
nights.
1974 PEUGOET, 504
diesel, 4 door Sedan.
39,000 miles. 30 mpg.
Immaculate. Call 7532738 nights.
1972 V.W., good shape low
mileage. Call 759-1143.

1975 HONDA 250 XL, 1,200
road miles, only ridded
1979 CHEVROLET truck.
for 3 months and mat--_Locally owned: Like,
ching helmet. Take up
new. Auttenatie tranpayments at $600. Call
smission. Power
753-7823.
steering. Low Mileage.
48 Automotive Service
Long wheel base. $2850.
753-3535.
NOTICE:For
your
Datsun
Automotive
1970 BUICK Electra, 2
repair work. Call Gene
door. Has all extras. Car
Kimbro, 753-8693 Datsun
is in good condition. Also
trained mechanic.
has new set of tires.
Call 753-6564.
$950.
SALE - Willard car
year
2
battery,
1974 LTD, power steering
guarantee, $22.88; 3
and brakes. Four door.
year guarantee, $26.99;
Call after 6, 753-7754.
year guarantee,
4
$29.99; 5 year guaran1972 DATSUN 1200 coupe,
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
4 speed. 65,000 miles.
free 5 year guarantee,
$950. Call 753-0612.
Hard$39.99. Wallin
ware, Paris.
1971 CHEVROLET, 3/4
49. Used Cars & Trucks
ton, 4 wheel drive
pickup, 15" tires and
1969 MERCURY MONwheels. Locking hubs,
TEGO
MX
Power
automatic transmission.
brakes,steering and air,
$2595. Call 436-5353.
new tires. Call 753-9039
after 3 o'clock.
1969 FORD PICKUP, V-8
automatic, $1,050. 1970
1912 DATSUN pickup,
Chevrolet 6 cylinder
-good condition. $1,550.
stick,
3/4 ton. $1500. Call
Call 753-7595.
75%1667.

753-4451

We have an outstanding opportunity
for a responsible person who can sell;
and who wants to develop into management.
We offer you the opportunity for
growth, with advance commissions paid
daily, vested renewals, and over-write on
production of the people you supervise.
We specialize in group and franchise
group life and cancer insurance as well as
a supplement to Workmen's Compensation.
We are a dynamic; growing Company
that has quadrupled in the last 10 years!
Want to know more?
FOR IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW:
call (502) 685-3151, Ask for Joe Pruitt
or write:

CITIZENS SECURITY
LIFE INSURANCE Co.
P.O. lex 253
Fulton, Ky. 42041

49.Used Cars & Trucks
1971 CHEVROLET
Kingswood wagon. Call
753-7307.

-

fox.Poulan
MKTOXXV

1971 CHEVROLET 11
/
2 ton
truck, 16' flat bed. Good
shape. Call 961-247-5336,
.Puryear, Term., after 5
1973 TOYOTA Celica, air,
new tires, Runs and
looks good. $1995. Call 1247-3258.

1971 BUG, good condition.
Recently
overhauled.
New brakes, tires, semicustomized. Best offer
over 0000. Call 767-6236
till 11 p.m. Keep trying.

FORD
fta:
jiG_An eXaIgEe,.
Good
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
WO_ DODGE POLARA 1968
Ashley wood stove
station wagon, with
snow tires. $500. Must,'' without jacket. Call 4362204.
sell fast. Call 767-4556•

S__

estimates
needs.

49.Used Cars & Trucks

for

your

1973 34 TON Heavy duty INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
Dodge Club cab. Call
high heat and cooling
753-7370 or 753-0129.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
1971
CHEVROLET
Caprice. Power and air., estimates.
Low mileage. Two
DRIVEWAYS and
owners. Extra clean.
parking areas white
Call 436-2427.
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
SPORTY 1976 Sunbird,
Garrison, 753-5429 after
with all options. Four
4 p.m.
cylinder. Good mileage.
One owner $3000. Call DO YOU need stumps
753-0983 after 6 p.m.
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
1976 BUICK SKYLARK,
stumps? We can remove
automatic, 20,000 miles,
stumps up to 24"
power wind6ws, power
beneath ground. Leave§
locks, power steering
only sawdust and chips.
and brakes, cruise
Call for free estimate,
control, AM-FM. Like
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
new. A Steal, $uOk
Bob Kespa,.4354343.
Call 753-2501.
GENERAL HOME
50. Campers
remodeling, framing,
16' SHASTA, completely
aluminum siding and
self contained. Exgutters. Call 1-3.44-8951
cellent condition. Call
or 1-362-4896.
753-6808 from 7 to 5 o.m.
51. Services Offered
WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

Tutelkiae
HARDWARE STORES b

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

LICENSED ELtCTRICLAN and gas indo
will
ebriation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOFING. Commercial and
residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.
BLOWN-IN ,Cellulose
insula444144,----Feet dependable service.
Fred's Insulation Co.,
phone 901-642-9500.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt effecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

am Saw .
And
lawnmower
Sales and Service

RENT RINSENVAC

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

the ether "ae-H-yeerseit"
wettial dean carpets es...

54. Free Column
FREE-two very healthy
and cute puppies. About
six months old. Both
have been wormed and
have had distemper
ahaea. These pups have
gentle, friendly personalities and would be
ideal Christmas gifts for
children. One is brown
and the other is an offwhite color. They are
sweet
dogs
who
desperately need goo.d
homes. Call 753-3535
after 5:00.

EFFECTIVELY cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and
grime inc single sweep

10)11011111CALLYcleans the way
professionals do-at
ERoo
the
U_Peri
tracticn
R
at
;
(Y
41125
iTrotit V

II

Of*"
"Lest
UM*

EASILY 38.pound portable powerhouse does all the work

FOR BACRHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
bat for ealy $12.01.day
DOt:Or Store
aw-aa caw. ISS-36a

Save! Sorel
20 Mile
Free Delivery
buy• mosioos
pi;sied, youtr ye gee. Ormitua
i eiti:tee
: colorists all
ready to eseesite Id ups. MA steederd,but eslIl preset soy size
seeded. Sep the rest them deleS to Oates Mt mei hey the best
fee has.

zeNsamat
SIGNS
*7594661
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
UPHOLSCUSTOM
TERY. Free estimates.
Call 436-2786.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Murray Home
& Auto

' Li fl
Home of Distinction
Beautiful and spacious 4 bedroom,2/
1
2 bath home
in Gatesborough Subdivision. Almost 3,000
square feet of comfortable, well designed living
area in this 2-story brick home. Ceqtral natural
gas heat, lovely fireplace, formal dining room,
private patio with gas grill and we could go on
and ont Why not take a look at this quality home
-it may be just what you've been looking for.

KOPPERUD
REALTY
711 Main

7S3-1222
EVENINGS CALL

George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Koppenal 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474

The Most Fabulous
Wood Stove Ever Made

Chestnut St•eet

VVIVW.g5V
OPEN NIGHTS
AND SUNDAYS
TIL CHRISTMAS
TIVVVVV-g5
masTer curge

1E,

51 Sewces Offered

WATCH AND.. CLOCK
repairing. .-A11-..wark
guaranteed. Call 7591231.

502-442-9396

Poplar Brnloct

SouthsId• Court Square

Male or Female

Sin

51 Ser..ces Offered

LARGE COMMERCIAL
LOT - Corner of US-641
Plains
and Green
Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins L&I's1
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent
location for retail or
service businesses. • H
interested, call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744.

OEN 11:ZY11.161t
Sears
AVO1D. A PAYMENT DUE ON SOME- FENCE SALES atTaylor
-TWO BEDROOM frame
n . Call Doug
TH1t3G 'EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK." "
at 753-2310 for free
on % acre lot. Has new

SALES OPPORTUNITY
FOR PERSON WITH
MANAGEMENT IN VIEW

cial
son-

IL

For MI Your

IFIE

Charge It On

"FISHER
WOOD STOVES"

ONE OF A KIND

Granpa Model
Makes Fireplace

as low
as

Potdan
micro

2S-10"
2 Cu. in. engine
weighs leis than 7 1/2 lbs.
Automatic oiling
100% bearing construction.
Extra quiet muffler.
All position cutting.

BE IMPRESSED
The whole family will love it This home offers
something for everyone-Large well arranged kitchen with lots of cabinets for Mon. A den big on
space for Dad and the kids. Two full baths
eliminates that rush hour waiting. For those with
green thumbs; a 150' X 250' lot. This nearly new
brick home is only minutes from city on Old
Salem Raod. Pi-iced below replacement at
39,950.00. See it without delay.

Pciulan
mscro

2S-IT
Deluxe
Deluxe model with
12“ sprocket nose bar
find chrome chain
Vinyl covered harwile.

SOS N.12% Street

as

7634080

East Side Small Engine
Highway 94 Earl

-

4fark$31_42ou_
lIócTJb,,.,ted

met art'ais.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

"THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY ?OUCH

We have these stoves in stock for immediate delivery.
Priced from $374.00 to $528.00 depending on size. Monthly
payments can be arranged from $15 to $25 per month. See
us and we will work out a plan to suit you.
Jerry Rayburn

Open Nights & Sundays til Christmas

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS

Murray Home & Auto Store
ea...411041:163-2674

Weds Jeff's Swill C. is

/5344

,

This is a home of superior quality with the finest
materials. Built for convenience and comfort
with oversized hallways and doorways. The 3
bedrooms are unusually large. A cathederal
.ceiling overlooks the formal living room which is
just across the pegged wood floor of the-foyer
from the dining room. The carpet throughout
provides comfort whether sitting in the family
room in front of the fireplace or using the intercom. The kitchen built for convenience has
custom cabinets, range and oven, plus a
microwave oven. The 2 car garage off the paved
driveway provides more than &lough space..kr
storage. The fenced backyard provides safety
and privacy for children or pets. By appointment
only

NlitinialkareSk•7S3-677 •Seam MK* 753-11634

Aedodilleo4713-9026
941.liesh-PS$41111,--•
ilmeralloon$410

3 Sizes Available
Baby- Mama- Papa

or159-17T6
H./PffiVreoPle ts our ten,rvell
/Mk
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Adams' Rites

Services Held For

Being Held- Today

Mrs. McCuiston

Funeral services for Mrs.
Elmer ( Louella ) Adams of
Wing() Route Two, formerly of
• -Murray, are being held-today
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home, Wingo, with Bro.
Kenneth Hoover and Bro.
Jerry Mayes officiating.
Serving
as
active
pallbearers are Donald
Hawkins, Claude Carney,
Mickey Janes, Joe Mullins,
and Gene Bradley. Honorary
pallbearers are Noble Cox,
Herman Ellis, Herman Walls,
Justis Hopkins, Oscar Schwig,
and Glen Stark. Burial will
follow in the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery in Graves County.
Mrs. .Adams, age 71, died
Sunday at the Western liaptist
Hospital, Paducah. She is
survived by her husband, one
daughter, two brothers, two
sisters, four grandchildren,
and six great grandchildren.

Funeral Is Today
For E.J. Moore
The funeral for E. J. Moore,
brother of Miss Virginia
Moore, Vine Street, Murray, is
being held today at the chapel
of the Elmwood Funeral
Home, Birmingham, Ala.,
with interment to follow in the
Forrest Hill Cemetery there.
Mr. Moore, age 68, died
Monday at one a.m. at his
home, 1425 Forty-third Street,
Birmingham, Ala. He was a
former school teacher here in
Murray and Calloway County
and was the son of the Late
William Dow Moore-who died
in 1948 and Rosa N. Moore who
died in 1961.
He is survived by his wife,
Helen, Birmingham; one son,
Dr. E. J. Moore and his wife,
Nina; Selma, Ala.; one sister,
Virginia Moore, Murray;
three grandchildren.

AdvertIsement

Worried About
How You'll Look
With a Hearing Aid?
Chicago, 111.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given absolutely free to anyone
answering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
are not alike . . and some
cannot be helped by a hearing
aid. But audiologists report
that many can. So, send for
this free model now, and wear
it in the privacy of your own
home. It is not a real hearing
aid, but it will show you how
tiny hearing help can be. It's
yours to keep, free. The actual
iidwegtsamksssisana third of
an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit.

Final rites for Mrs. Raymon
(Mary Jewell) McCuiston of
New Concord are being held
Way, at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Lloyd
Perrin and Bro. John Dale
officiating. The choir from the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
with Robert Walker as leader
will provide the music and
song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Paul Black, Charles Black,
Jimmy Hendricks, Earl
Copus, Art Carl Jewell, and
Preston Jewell. Burial will
follow in the Barnett
Cemetery.
Mrs. McCuiston, age 71,
died Sunday at 4:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Survivors are her husband,
Raymon, to whom she was
married June 3, 1972; stepson,
Keys McCuiston, Murray
Route Six ;three sisters, Mrs.
Christine Ramsey, Muskegon,
Mich., Mrs. Robert Steele,
Murray Route Three, and
Mrs. George Black, Murray
Route Six; four brothers,
Arthur Jewell and John Henry
Jewell, Murray, Harold
Jewell, Ferndale, Mich., and
Floy Jewell, • Hendersonville,
Tn.; four step grandchildren.

Sen. Huddleston To Explain
Tobacco Position To Carter

FOOD FOR FITNESS — After studying a unit on nutrition, Mrs. Opal Howard's.sixth
grade students at Murray Middle School had the opportunity to eat "Food for Fitness"
'at a tasting party. The students chose and prepared the menu items following a daily
food guide made from the four basic food groups. Shown from left are: lanette
Hopkins, Kyle Smith, jay Baker, Donna Stanfill and Kim Sykes.
Photo by Kaye Peebles

Supreme Court Justices Ask
For Home Rule Case Guidance

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky's Supreme Court
justices say they must have
some guidance if they are to
change their September ruling
that the 1972 Home Rule Act is
unconstitutional.
Biit they have not indicated
whether they will modify its
ruling or when a decision on
the matter should be expected.
Chief Justice John Palinore
interrupted an attorney
arguing for a modification of
the ruling Monday to ask,
"How would you have us-write
"Should the Murray State the opinion?"
Morton
Holbrook, *an
News Advertise for Research
Papers?" is the topic for this Owensboro
attorney
Wednesday's UCM luncheon -representing- the -:Daviess
to be held from 1243 teT:20 -County-fiscal'Court; was in
p.m. Joe Rigby,' neiv staff the process of telling Palmore
person in the Journalism and the other six court justices
Department, will be the guest that the ruling could have a
speaker.
• _• major impact on counties
Retired from Doe Anderson which have used the law to
Advertising
Agency
in pass taxes and adopt other
Louisville, where he was vice trogram.s.
"We think we have been
creative
president and
director of the company, hurt and deeply hurt,"
Rigby is teaching advertising Holbrook said.
"We knew it would play hell
journalism at MSU. He is a
graduate of Louisiana State with these counties in many
University with a Bachelor's instances," Palrnore replied.
degree in Fine Arts and also is "But if we are to modify it, we
a graduate of Pratt Institute in have to know the legal principles so as not to mess up
New York.
The luncheon meal and things in future cases."
program costs $1.25 and all
The Home Rule Act granted
members of the community broad legislative authority to
are invited to attend. Call 753- Kentucky's county fiscal
3531 for information, a courts.
spokesman said.
Holbrook and former Gov.
Bert Combs, who represented

Joe Rigby Is

UCM Speaker

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 6. 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act 739 Est. 900 Barrows &
Gilts 1.50 higher Sows 1.00.1.50 higher
US 1-2200-230 lbs
843.50-43 75
_
US 1-3 200-240
$43.00-43.50
US 2-4 240-310 lbs.
$42.00-43.00
US 3-4 No-no lbs
$41.00-42.013
Sows
US 1-2770.350 lbs.
332.00.33.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs.
$31 50-32,50
US 1-3 500-6501bs
$32 50-33.50
several 34 50
-US 2-3 300-1.013.1*
— _1040731.50
Boars M.00-27 ori

These models are free, so
LAKE DATA
we suggest you write for yours
Lake,7 a.m. 355.2
Kentucky
.
there
repeat,
now. Again, we
is no cost, and certainly no up 0.2.
Below dam 327.4 down 0.5.
obligation. Thousands have
Lake 7 a.m. 355.3 up
Barkley
write
mailed,
so
already been
today to Dept. 5196, 13eltone Elec- 0.2.
Below dam 328.8 down 0.1.
tronics Corp., 4201 W. Victoria,
Chicago, Ill. 60646.
Sunset 4:40. Sunrise 6:56.

Ngoi Kimpanda Will
Speak, Youth Meet
Ngoi Kipanda will be the
guest speaker at the combined
November and December
Sub-district meetings of the
Murray United Methodist
Youth Fellowship to be held
Thursday, December 8, at
seven p. m. at the Coldwater
United Methodist Church.
Itiliancla, a natibe OrZaire,
Africa, is studying to become
a minister at the Martin
Junior College, Pulaski, Tn.,
and is sponsored by the Paris
District of the United
Methodist Church.
All members are encouraged to attend and the
public is invited, a fellowship
spokesman said.

Fashion Necklaces And Bracelets
24"

Serpentine, Box Link and Rope Styles-15" Chokers to
•
Opera Length -Large Selection of Lengths, and Weights-Perfect
for ChriSIMAS

Lin'
3

- jewef&S

114 S. 5th Mti1f0

•
Huddlestco said he wrote
three letters to Califano to
complain about anti-tobacco
initiatives proposed by a
Health, Echicatin and Welfare
task force that Canaria-114pointed.
He asked Califano to reject
a proposal to end the tobacco
price support program and a
proposal to join suits against
tobacco companies by individuals claiming to be injured by
smoking.
Califano was "totally unresponsive," said Huddleston,
who then sought a meeting
with Carter.
Huddleston said he will seek
"re-confirmation" from
Carter of his previous endorsements of the tobacco
price support program.
"I do not believe Secretary

Recital Is Tonight

the Jefferson County Fiscal could make the effect of its
Court and the Kentucky . ruling not retroactive, thus
Judges Association, both had protecting actions taken under
suggestions on how the court the guidance of the law.
could change its ruling.
He also suggested the court
Holbrook said he felt it was could not rule at this time and
the Supreme Court's duty to wait to see what action the
reverse itself, saying, "The 1978 General Assembly might
mark of a great court is if it take.•
can conceive its error and no
Combs, agreeing the statute
matter how far it has climbed might be overbroad and
out on a limb, climb back." subject to future abuse, said
Holbrook suggested that if he would have the court
the court does not reverse its review each action taken thus
original opinion, it still has far and strike down only,those
several alterna(ives.
it felt were excessive.
He said it could rule that
Burt Deutsch, law director
special taxes levied by many for the city of Louisville, led a
counties since 1972 are not team of four lawyers arguing
legislative acts and are still against modification of the
valid. Or, he said, the court ruling.

THE

antistriaing drives.' •

WASHINGTON(AP) —Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston will
meet with President Carter
Wednesday to talk about the
Kentucky Democrat's concerns. . over Arkti-zuwitiug
moves.
Agriculture Secretary Bob •
Bergland also will attend the
meeting, scheduled for 8:45
a.m. Wednesday, Huddleston's office said Monday
in a news release.
Huddleston, who asked for
the meeting to discuss the
antismoking drive being
planned by Health, Education
and Welfare Secretary Joseph
Califano, said he will urge the
President to follow the advice
of Dr. Peter Bourne.
Bourne, White House health
adviser, has recommended
greater research to develop a
safer cigarette rather than

Students from the Opera
Workshop of the Murray State
University Music department
will present a recital tonight
Tuesday), December 6, at
8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall with no admission
charge.
Music will be from the
Renaissance and Baroque
period. The public is cordially
invited, according to Prof.
Henry Bannon, one of the
music department professors
involved in the workshop.

The Murrayledger 3 Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for ciarification please call 753-1918

nEujts

Southwest
Honor Roll
Is Listed
The honor roll for the Southwest Elementary School for
the past period has been
released by Roy Cothran,
principal, as follows:
Sixth Grade—Cindy Anderson, Greg Douglas, Jeff
Dowdy, Micah Edwards,
Shannon Ford, Andy Jobs,
Venda
Murdock,
Billy
Phillips, Jennifer Rice, Chris
Sheridan, Janee Sims, and
Tim Williams.
Seventh Grade—Carl Anderson, Jeff Butterworth,
Donna Coles, Lynne Cothran,
Karen Dowdy, Kenneth
Futrell, Tina Harrell, Mark
Hutson, and Regina Morris.
Eighth Grade— Lynn
Eldredge,. Missy Farris, Mark
Jackson, Darrell Overby, Lisa
Phillips, and Micheal Wilson,
BAKE SALE
The Kentucky Women for
Stop ERA will have a bake
sale in front of Roses
Ilepartment Store in the
Central-ShopPing,_Center on
Ertday, December 9, from ten
a' m. td two p. m.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Law enforcement officials are
applauding a Supreme Court
ruling that police may order
motorists stopped for routine
traffic violations to get out of
their cars. But the decision is
angering civil libertarians.
Voting 6-3 Monday, the
nation's highest court ruled
that such police .orders are
justified by concerns for
police safety.

Complete
Set
$7500

$895

Log Holders
$1495

& Up

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Experts on leprosy say a drug
that produced cancer in
laboratory rats and was tested
on U.S. soldiers in Vietnam is
Still the best treatmentfOr-the"
world's millions of lepers. The
benefits of the drug, dapsone,
and related compounds to
lepers—outweigh any known
cancer-4—ra; according to
doctors who treat the disease.
In a report released Monday,
the National Cancer Institute
said dapsone has been found to
produce cancer in male rats.
But cancer experts said the
tests do not prove the drug
causes cancer in humans.

Glass Screens )
$8995

STOCK MARKET
Prices of stuck of local interest at noon
EDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray,are as follows.
/
4
261
/
4 +1
. 50/
1
4 -84
/
4
154 -1
40/
1
4 -/
1
4
/
4
401
/
4 -1
2684 we
/
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30/
1
4 -1
4814 A.
10% -4
1
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-1
4
28/
3614
29/
1
4 -/
1
4
211
/
4 -/
1
4
39/
1
4 -11
/
4
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1
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Heublein Inc ....
McDonalds Corp.
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly(lark .
Union Carbide
W R. Grace..
Texaco ....
General glee.
GAF Corp. . .
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch .
Disney .
Franklin Mint 8

$995

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the ledger &
Times by 1. M Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows,
industrial Avg

-8.81

irioh
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland Oil

A T&
Ford Motor Co
Gen DYnamie8
General Motors
General lire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
IRM

.. .

'after ctutsiest -t- •
Taf3000
.
Western Union......,.
lenith Radio

354 -/
1
4
261
/
4 -4
4% unc
298X -4
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a
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62% -1%
• Mk .14
21% -%
28% -5.
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•
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1
44arie
7/
1
4 -4
1454

'

• --.

Due to a writer's error, the Murray Ledger & Times in a
front page story, Friday, Dec. 2, incorrectly reported that
district judge-elect Sid Easley will occupy at, office that
previously housed the county Red Cross office. Easley will
occupy an office the county treasurer used to occupy on
the southeast corner of the second floor. Also,the clerk for
the district circuit court clerk will occupy an office across
the hall, in what used to be the Red Cross office, instead of
the treasurer's office as reported. Both the county
treasurer and Red Cross are now located on the third floor
of Calloway County Courthouse.
The present office of Calloway County Circuit Clerk
Frances Shea will remain in its present location on the
second floor.

For Opera Workshop

opposition to Laetrile as , a
treatment for cancer patients,
says it almost certainly will
appeal a judge's order
striking down government
restrictions on the substance.
"The FDA contends that
Laetrile should be illegal to
interstate commerce (and)
and we would fully expect to
prevail on appeal ... Our case
is sound," an FDA ipokesman
said Monday night: -

tobacco farmers."

II Corrections & Amplifications 11

in BRIEF
NEW YORK I AP) — A
severe Midwestern storm hit
parts of the East today,
dumping up to 15 inches of
snow and causing at least nine
deaths in a sweep over three
states. FiRtileaths attributed
to the storm were reported
Monday in New York, two in
Pennsylvania and two in Ohio.
Most were heart attack victims shoveling snow or those
caught in traffic accidents on
slick roads.
INTERNATIONAL
CAIRO, Egypt ( AP) —
President Anwar Sadat has
defied Arab pressure to
abandon his peace overtures
to Israel and broken relations
with the five nations that met
in Tripoli to condemn him.
Four of the five so-called
hardliners — Syria, Libya,
Algeria and South Yemen —
agreed in Tripoli Monday to
"freeze" relations with Egypt
and form a "confrontation
front" against Sadat. But the
Egyptian president took a
harder line than they did and
broke relations.
...WASHINGTON _
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food
and
Drug
Administration, defending its

Califano or members of his
task force understand the way
this program operates, or its
value to 600,000 farm families
in the nation," Huddleston
said.
_
"
7"Enthi— ITIOP—ort—
program would in no way
eliminate the growing of
tobacco or smoking. But it
would put thousands of small
farmers out of business — and
we would end up with more
and more people on welfare,"
he said.
"The President was a
farmer himself, and I think he
understands the program and
the problems," Huddleston
said. "But I do want him to
know that we are concerned
about the actions being taken
by Secretary Califano and the
implications for thousands of

Start Off Your Winter Right With iiiePlacelurnishin0
From Our Store
tv
.t

Bel-Air Decor
Sol-Air 4bopplag Coatior
Opeh Tirt:001.e.—*

